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Victoria Wozniak is in her sec-
ond year of Fanshawe’s
Photography. “I’m a very
focused person,” she said. “I
know what I want and I work
hard to get it. I love art and I
want to be a commercial photog-
rapher but I absolutely love
doing landscapes. I love working
with technology.”
1. Why are you here?
To learn more and prepare myself
for my dream career.
2. What was your life-changing
moment?
When I took Careers class in
Grade 10 and realized exactly
where I wanted to go for post-sec-
ondary school and what I had to do
to get there.

3. What music are you currently
listening to?
The band Coheed and Cambria.
4. What is the best piece of
advice you’ve ever received?
I had a teacher who said that we
need to understand the difference
between a problem and an incon-
venience. If you leave the house
with no shoes, you have an incon-
venience. Having no feet would be
a problem. You can work through
your issues.
5. Who is your role model?
Bob Sharpe. He was my World
Religions teacher in Grade 11 and
he is ultimately the person I want
to be: strong, intelligent, friendly,
and quirky. He taught me a lot.

6. Where in the world have you
travelled?
I’ve been to Quebec and
Newfoundland, New York,
Florida, England and France.
7. What was your first job?
Dollarama – I still have that job,
too.
8. What would your last meal
be?
Mashed potatoes and a burger with
a Coke.
9. What makes you uneasy?
People who walk in the out door at
stores. And not knowing what I’m
going to do after I’m done college.
10. What is your passion?
Photography. All the way.
Landscapes and still life.
Do you want Fanshawe to know 10
Things About You? Just head on
over to fsu.ca/interrobang and
click on the 10 Things I Know
About You link at the top.

10 Things I Know About You...

Wozniak keeps things in focus

CREDIT: SUBMITTED

Victoria Wozniak lives a colourful life as a Photography student at
Fanshawe.
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Jeanette Su and Leah Briczin search through the posters on display at the Imaginus poster sale in Forwell Hall.

WHERE CAN I GET HELP WITH MATH 
HOMEWORK OR FIND A PEER TUTOR?

Drop by the 
Welcome Kiosk with your answer.  

Five winners will be selected 
from correct entries and 

The Welcome Kiosk (between the 
Bookstore and the Library) is open all 

year between 8am and 4pm,
 Monday to Friday

ENTER TO WIN A FREE
COFFEE & DONUT!

PRIZES SPONSORED BY CHARTWELLS

sweet tweets
of the week

How would you use 
$1,000 to bene�t the 

Fanshawe community? 
Tweet to @fanshawesu 
using #FalconAwesome 

for chance to win an 
OBS/Oasis voucher! 

Tweet Winner: @mayberyy 
rent some recliners for the �rst 
two weeks of school to put 
outside the bookstore for comfy 
waiting #falconawesome 

@lai_stefani
I would buy enough candy to �ll a 
small classroom then invite everyone 
to partake in “sweet” gesture. Hehe 
#falconawesome

@cinemaconn
A #falconawesome idea would be to 
use the $1000 to buy clothes for all 
those poor half naked students who 
were at Thursday’s pub

@erika_faust
To make #Fanshawe #FalconAwesome, 
I’d use the $1,000 to buy a giant trampo-
line so students could bounce their stress 
away! @fanshawesu

@PatVaranesi 
I would use it to stock the new 
downtown campus with great 
supplies and resources

@behkiss
Create an artists-run gallery to show-
case student and local work within a 
space in the school

@behkiss
Or start a student-run peer support 
group to deal with relevant student 
issues #gender #sexuality #grief

@Steintime17 
$1000 for More contests and 
student giveaways #falconawesome 
#fanshawe

@schmenk
more spaces to hangout and social-
ize!!! Think big bean bag chairs :-)

@RandiCee4 
I’d use $1000 to go right towards the 
girls varsity vball team #FalconAwe-
some

Next Week’s Question:
TV premiere season 
is here! Which show 

are you most 
excited about? 

Tweet your answer to 
@fanshawesu using 

#FSUTV before September 25 
to be entered into a 

draw for a $10 gift card 
to Oasis and The Out Back Shack. 

SEPTEMBER
EVENTS

MON. SEPT. 23rd

Enviro-week Gameshow
FORWELL HALL
@ Noon

TUES. SEPT. 24th

WED. SEPT. 25th

Dan Valkos
Free Psychic Readings

FORWELL HALL | @ NOON

Electric Open Mic

THURS. SEPT. 26th

FRI. SEPT. 27th

Fanshawe @ Yuk Yuk’s
Western Fair | 8 PM
$7 Students / $10 Guests

SUN. SEPT. 22nd

PROJECT PLAY

Student Centre
10 AM - 5 PM

Games, Events, Gaming Booths, etc.

TICKETS AVAILABLE IN ADVANCE AT THE BIZ BOOTH

OBS | @ 9 PM

Students $5

Comedy Nooner
Graham Kay
FORWELL HALL

@ Noon

First Run Film – Prisoners
$4 Students / $6 Guests

Live Music Nooner
Tim Chaisson
FORWELL HALL | @ NOON

Parti-Gras Pub
OBS | @ 9:30 PM

FANSHAWE @ THE KNIGHTS
LONDON VS. SAGINAW

$18 Students / $20 Guests

NEW MUSIC NIGHT
OL’CD, Hedgerow &
Olivia Borkosky
OBS | 9:30 PM
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What’s your awesome
idea, Fanshawe?
If you had $1,000 to change

Fanshawe, how would you use it?
Would you buy a trampoline so
students could bounce their stress
away between classes? Would you
spend it on care packages to give
out during exam periods? Would
you “make it rain” in Forwell Hall?
Spend some time refining your

plan, because the Fanshawe
Student Union, Lawrence Kinlin
School of Business and the Alumni
Association have come together to
create Awesome Fanshawe
Students, an event where $1,000 is
awarded to one student to make his
or her awesome idea a reality.
If this concept sounds familiar,

that’s because it’s based on
Awesome London, a monthly
event where 10 trustees give $100
each to fund an idea that will
change the London community.
John Young, operations manag-

er of the Fanshawe Student Union,
loved the idea of Awesome
London and thought it would be
something positive to bring to our
campus. “It’s an opportunity for
students to finance their awesome
idea. We’ve partnered with the
Alumni Association and the
Lawrence Kinlin School of
Business, who are very familiar
with the Awesome London con-
cept, and we want to bring it to
Fanshawe to see if it’ll work.”
While Fanshawe and the Student

Union already engage with stu-

dents through initiatives like Biz
Inc. and Student Research and
Innovation Day, Young said the
Awesome concept is brand new to
the school. “This is a unique take
on it.”
Mary Pierce, chair of the

Lawrence Kinlin School of
Business, is an Awesome London
trustee and is “delighted” to be
involved with bringing Awesome
to Fanshawe. “The Business
school focuses on entrepreneurship
and innovation, and so [Awesome
Fanshawe Students] just seemed
like a really nice fit to the kinds of
things we teach.”
Submit your awesome idea to

fsu.ca/awesome before October 31.
Students who pitch the top four
ideas will be notified by November
6. Each student must prepare a six-
minute pitch to present to an audi-
ence that includes trustees from the
student body, Fanshawe alumni
and representatives from the
Lawrence Kinlin School of
Business at The Out Back Shack
on November 12 at 8 p.m. All are
welcome to attend.
Fanshawe Student Union

President Adam Gourlay is one of
the organizers of Awesome
Fanshawe Students. He said that a
winning idea is “something that is
unique, innovative and creative –
something that right now I can’t
even imagine. It’d be great to see
something that blows me out of the
water.”
As an Awesome London trustee,

Pierce has seen quite a few awe-
some ideas that never get off the
ground. “A lot of proposals you
see, the idea is really cool, but the
person has no real thought on how
they would actually do this.
There’s not a lot of point in giving
money to something that the per-
son doesn’t really have a good
chance of seeing it through and
actually making it happen.”
She added that the winning idea

must be inventive yet practical. “It
needs to be something that’s giving
back to the college and the com-
munity in some way. I think there
has to be some kind of core pur-
pose of the project. It has to be cre-
ative, but it also has to have some
level of practicality and executibil-
ity.”
Awesome Fanshawe Students is

open to all full-time students on
any Fanshawe campus. Go to
fsu.ca/awesome to submit your
idea before October 30. Mark your
calendars – pitch night takes place
on November 12 at 8 p.m. in The
Out Back Shack.

ERIKA FAUST
INTERROBANG
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Peter Devlin is the new president of Fanshawe College. He took over for retired
college president Dr. Howard Rundle.

He sat behind the mahogany
conference table on a comfy,
leather swivel chair. Burgundy
leather placemats, stamped with
the Fanshawe College logo, were
neatly placed in front each of the
same comfy, leather swivel chairs
that surrounded the table.
Peter Devlin, new college presi-

dent and a dad in his 50s, sat down
with Interrobang to introduce him-
self to the Fanshawe student popu-
lation.
“I’m a family guy. [I have] four

kids,” he said. “My kids keep me
out of trouble, they keep me
engaged.”
This family man served in the

military for 35 years. “I had the
great fortune of commanding the
Canadian Army.”
Changing from the head of the

Army to the head of a college has-
n’t been that much of a shift,
though, as there are many com-
monalities. “I think that what I’ve
been doing for many years in the
military is very similar to what
happens here in Fanshawe,” said
Devlin. “The army attracts bright
Canadians. We inspire them, we
educate them, we make them a part
of a team, we allow them to repre-
sent Canada … and that’s just what
Fanshawe does.”
It’s only been a few short weeks

since he took the reins of the col-
lege, but Devlin described his tran-
sition into Fanshawe as “phenome-
nal.”
“My hands are sore from shak-

ing hands,” he said with a chuckle.
“I know most of the faces, but I’m
still struggling with names. There
have been a bunch of events that
have been organized that allowed
the transition to be really smooth,
and I feel welcomed here.”
He said he has already estab-

lished his favourite part of the job.

“The students. It’s so easy to
say,” he quickly replied. “How I
came to that quick understanding
was on day one.” On the first day
of school on September 3, Devlin
roamed the college halls to speak
to students. “The halls [were] filled
with energy, filled with enthusi-
asm, filled with smiles, and it was
just nice. It was really special to
experience that.”
He commended the services

available to students. “There are
great support [teams], there’s out-
standing sports, intramurals, a
great campus [and] a great, friend-
ly life here inside the halls of
Fanshawe.”
Devlin may have spent three

decades in the military, but he
seems to be enjoying the job shift.

“There [were] a few rules for
life in the military, so life here at
Fanshawe has a bit more freedom
to it. [It] has a lot more room for
being creative,” he said. “Not that
the military wasn’t creative – it’s
different.”
He does have some advice for

students. “I think [students] should
be engaged as possible in the host
of activities that Fanshawe pro-
vides.”
“I think they picked a really

good place to learn, and while I
hope that they lean on the faculty
and staff, they also lean on their
friends while they’re here. Friends
that will be friends for life.”
While he’s still on a learning

curve, he looks at this transition
period as a time to reflect. “There’s
some wonderful experience and
wisdom in the leadership of the
college. I look to achieve close to
their level of understanding,” he
said.
“Together, look to the future and

the role that Fanshawe has in the
region for what we educate stu-
dents on tomorrow.”

STEPHANIE LAI
INTERROBANG

New prez on
the block

CORRECTION
Astory on page 6 of Volume 46, Issue 5 dated September 16, 2013

of Interrobang entitled “If you’re doin’ it, do it right” incorrectly
stated that 30 per cent of Ontarians have HIV and don’t know it. In
actuality, 30 per cent of people living with HIV in Ontario don’t
know it. The online version of the story has been amended to reflect
the truth. We regret the error.



When you start to think about
where you want to go for spring
break, you might want to ask your-
self, “What else is there?”
Next February, Lawrence Kinlin

School of Business professor
Victoria Digby will be bringing a
small group of students to Haiti for
what she calls an “alternative
spring break.”
Alternative spring breaks are

something she became aware of
thanks to Western University. “My
kids go to Western and they’re
always aware of what’s going on.
They have had alternative spring
breaks there for many years,” she
said.
“One of my kids actually went

on an alternative spring break and
that’s how I learned about it.”
Digby herself went to Haiti with

a small group recently. “It rocked
my world,” she said. “I’ve seen
poverty … I’ve seen slums, but
Haiti will take you to a whole dif-
ferent level.”
Six years ago, Digby took a

group of students to New Orleans
after Hurricane Katrina, and the
intention of the trip was to help the
city rebuild.
“This is a different trip,” she

said. “This trip is more about edu-
cation and building awareness.
We’re trying to awaken the spirit
of caring in students.”
“It [will] hit them the minute

they walk off the airplane. They
will wake up because they have to
wake up.”
She said the students will not be

going to Haiti to help rebuild, how-
ever. “Our main focus is to expose

students to the potential of Haiti
and to show them what is happen-
ing and how [Haitians] are taking
ownership of their own develop-
ment.”
Service trips aren’t completely

off the table, but that’s not Digby’s
main focus – yet. “That’s not to say
future ones won’t be more service-
driven. [But] this is still a country
that’s coming out of the deep,” she
said. “Frankly I wouldn’t want stu-
dents to be working and cleaning
and building.”
During the trip, students will be

able to observe locals and interact
with the youth.
The group will start at Port-au-

Prince, the capital of Haiti, then
travel to rural communities. “The
students can [see] a contrast
between those individuals who live
in the cities … and look at the peo-
ple farming in the mountains.”

Digby said the group will also
take a three-hour hike to visit an
elementary school. “Our students
are going to meet the youth …
That’s the kind of hands-on stuff
that the students are going to expe-
rience.”
“You come back here and you

tell people about your journey.”
This could be the first trip of many,
and Digby’s hope for students is
that they experience something
“pretty cool.”
“I’m hoping the students will

come back and share their story
and get others to care, and get oth-
ers to [wake up].”
Digby is looking for a group of

12 students for the first year to “see
how it goes.”
The first information session

will be held September 29 in
SC2016 from 12 to 2 p.m.
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For post-secondary students, it’s
common to leave home without a
regular mode of transportation. In
fact, most post-secondary institu-
tions – including Fanshawe
College – supply students with a
bus pass to make up for this.
But wouldn’t it be nice to be

able to drive from time to time?
Enter Student CarShare, an all-

around-the-clock car service
geared towards students 18 and
older.
“This is for students to go get

groceries, to go on job interviews,
go on a date or go home and visit
Mom and Dad,” said founder
Michael Lende. “It’s just a conven-
ience.”
Discount Car and Truck Rentals

teamed up with Kia to provide the
service, a partnership that will
remain in the long run. “We knew
[Kia was] targeting 18- to 24-year-
olds in terms of how cool their cars
were, and how hip their cars were,”
said Lende.
How it works: “You can book

one of our cars by the hour and it’s
$8 or $9 an hour, and it includes
the gas and the insurance.”
All cars are equipped with a gas

card, which will take care of the
next fill-up.
Lende said he hopes students

can reap the benefits. “They don’t
need to own a car. They don’t need
to be stressed out over it,” he said.
“They don’t have be paying for
something when they’re not using
it.”
There are very few restrictions

for renting a car through Student
CarShare. “We want clean drivers
who have clean records, so we
know we’re getting the top calibre
of the student population of driv-
ers,” said Lende.
To be eligible to rent, drivers

must be 18 and carry a G2 or full G
driver’s licence. Drivers with any
at-fault accidents in the last six
years or more than one minor
charge will not be eligible. Drivers
do not have to be students to rent a
car through Student CarShare.
Lende said he sees Student

CarShare as a teaching opportuni-
ty. “[We’re] teaching students how
to be part of a community, and
how to co-exist in a car club.”
CarShare may allow students to

evaluate their transportation needs
before renting a car. “If you’re
paying for something by the hour,
you’re really going to stop and
think about [it],” said Lende. “‘Do
I really need this? Maybe I can
walk. Maybe I can bike.’ I think
it’ll make [students] better con-
sumer[s] in the end.”
Student CarShare is currently

available at 15 campuses across
Ontario, including Fanshawe.
Lende said he hopes Student
CarShare will expand across
Canada.
“We would like to be recognized

as the car-sharing solution for stu-
dents nationwide, making it easy
for students to get around and to
have a car sharing service that is
hip and cool and fun.”
Visit studentcarshare.ca for

more details.

STEPHANIE LAI
INTERROBANG

Rent a car for your
next grocery run STEPHANIE LAI

INTERROBANG

Love the world, start with Haiti

Are you full of project ideas but
aren’t sure how to get them off the
ground? David Uram might have
the solution for you.
Uram met his current business

partner on Kijiji where both men
wanted to work on a project.
“When we started working on the
project, there was nothing out there
[on the Internet] that we could give
it a home to grow and connect the
community,” he said.
“Mindstack evolved out of us

and our own needs,” said Uram.
“You can collaborate, work on
projects, and shape the world
around you by working with peo-
ple with the same ideas, passions
and give you a place and the tools
to work on those projects.”
With the launch of Mindstack,

Uram wanted to promote it with an
event called Big & Bold. “We’re
connecting the community by part-
nering up with Hacker Studios …
[Participants] are going to be
working on projects [like] a huge
mural, and collaborating and work-
ing together and getting people
together. It can all happen on
Mindstack.”
Big & Bold and Mindstack will

be launched together in order to
align the two. “We’re getting in the
community and hitting the pave-
ment … talking to students and
working with schools to get a lot of
projects going for the event,” said
Uram.
Projects Uram is expecting

range from art to murals to busi-

ness start-ups. “It’s all over the
map, and we have no way to pin
point a theme; it’s really [about
being] creative and leveraging
your talents.”
The event is to encourage people

to use Mindstack, sure. But Big &
Bold offers another incentive as
well: a cash prize.
“It’s just over $2,000. There’s

also sponsorship from local busi-
nesses here. We’re adding to that
every day, so it’s growing,” said
Uram.
Participating teams will be

judged by a panel based on five
criteria (in relation to other proj-
ects):
1. Size: How big the project is.
2. Ambition: How bold it is, how
far the person/team went with the
idea
3. Relatability: How well did it
relate to London? How well did it
connect and get people involved?
4. Social media: How often teams
kept the community up to date
with Facebook and Twitter.
5. Mindstack: How did the team
use Mindstack? Did they come to
all the meetings?
“Anybody can participate in

London,” Uram said. “We’re look-
ing for ways to spread the word of
having more organizations
involved and see what we can
make up here.”
Big & Bold will run from

October 21 to November 27. Visit
bigandbold.co and mindstack.co
for more information.

STEPHANIE LAI
INTERROBANG

Collaborative community coming
to computer screens near you

www.fsu.ca

are youinterested?
Contact VP Internal, Ola Akinsara

fsuinternal@fanshawec.ca,

519-453-3720 x 234
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10 am - 2 pm in F Hallway
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Fanshawe students who sign up for the alternative spring break in Haiti in
February will get to visit a Haitian elementary school.



The only constant in life is the opposite of
constant and that is change. It can’t get truer
than this in the life of students who always
seem to be on the move.

Today’s interconnected world poses a lot
of opportunities and challenges for students.
One big step a student takes is when he
decides to move to another country for the
purpose of education. I am one of those stu-
dents: I came from India to study Corporate
Communications and Public Relations at
Fanshawe. I am so glad to share some first-
hand experiences here and offer insights
about being an international student.

I was on cloud nine the day when I got my
Canadian student visa. It was always my
dream to study in a country like Canada and
this dream had come true. There were so
many things that I was looking forward to
and I believed my life was going to change
in a big way.

When I finally landed in Canada, I first
noticed its strange beauty. Unlike in India,
the roads were long and wide, and neat and
tidy. There were far fewer people and I was
enjoying my newfound freedom to walk in
uncrowded roads – even the stores were spa-
cious enough to have a comfortable stroll.
Technologically, Canada was definitely far
more advanced and superior. Fanshawe is
huge and I felt lost for a few days as I was
unable to figure out where my classes were.
The infrastructure is state-of-the-art and
there were all the facilities available that you
will find in a top international university.

My classes began on September 3 and the
faculty were well-qualified and knowledge-
able about their subjects. They made us stu-

dents feel extremely comfortable and
relaxed on our first day. As our classes con-
tinued, it seemed evident that the professors
demonstrated high standards of teaching.
They were committed to their purpose and
were quite effective in presenting the subject
matter. It was striking to notice some signif-
icant differences in the style of teaching here
from what it was back home in India. The
classes were much more interactive and pro-
fessors encouraged learning by using cre-
ative ways such as group discussions, pre-
sentations and even games. They also kept
us on our toes and started giving us assign-
ments and presentations to do in the first
week. Initially, it overwhelmed us, but as we
got into the groove of things, we felt better
and gained more confidence.

Now I would like to share my general
observations about the people and culture
here. Since it was my first time travelling
outside of India, I was unsure about how
Canadians would treat Indians, and I won-
dered if I would be able to connect with the
locals.

My experience is that I have never, ever
come across people more polite and humble
than Canadians. They are warm and friendly
people who welcome you with smiling faces.
Whenever I enter a store, I find the customer
service to be outstanding. Apart from that,
the people here are equipped with extremely
good etiquette and manners. For example, in
class, the students respect the professor and
automatically the entire class goes silent
when the lecture begins. Of course, during
breaks, they chat and talk, but they resume
paying attention to the professor once the
break is over. The professor doesn’t need to
be strict or force the class to listen to him;
the class is mature enough to understand the

value of the professor’s time.
Canadians also refrain from making offen-

sive or obscene gestures, and I have hardly
seen any Canadian raising his or her voice or
getting angry at someone. At the same, they
are assertive enough to be straightforward
and not beat around the bush.

I feel most Canadians are open-minded
and think realistically, not idealistically.
They don’t get easily carried away by emo-
tions and are practical about life, and they
adhere strictly to their laws and stay within
its bounds. Punctuality is a virtue which is
highly valued and it can either make or break
a deal. If you are talented in any way, it is
recognized and appreciated. You can make
use of your talent in the right direction and
not end up fighting a losing battle.

After all these positive qualities about
Canadians, still I can sense the gap between
the locals and international students. Yes,
most of the Canadians are courteous and
welcoming, but to a limited extent. I have
witnessed so many international students
after having spent more than a year in
Canada who still don’t have any close
Canadian friends. Whenever I roam around
the college, most of what I see is that Indian
students mingle with Indians, Chinese stu-
dents with Chinese, Nigerian students with
Nigerians and Canadian students with
Canadians. I understand that there are cultur-
al differences, but it is imperative to ignore
them. Instead, one should focus on the good
qualities about the other culture and try to
enrich oneself by learning from them.

International students come from different
backgrounds and it takes time for us to adjust
to the new culture in Canada. The locals
need to empathize with our circumstances
and not have reservations about extending

their friendliness to a personal level. And, on
the other side, I believe the onus has to be on
the international students as well to adapt to
the local culture here and bring about a pos-
itive change in themselves, especially those
who have spent a considerable time here.
They should not be reluctant in taking the
initiative and putting forth their thoughts.

It is natural yearning for humans to build
emotional connections with people, and
what’s more amazing than creating an effec-
tive bond with people from different cul-
tures? It will foster personal growth and cul-
tivate affinity. And more importantly, the
bond will be heart-touching, long-lasting and
more meaningful than just clichéd fondness.

There is really so much to explore about
different cultures and we could all benefit
from this diversity. So, I encourage interna-
tional students to make the most of your time
in Canada.

What I have provided is a generalized
observation about Canada and it may not be
the same for every individual. Canadians
score exceedingly high on the good quality
list, but there are bound to be minor differ-
ences everywhere. You can easily overcome
them by being open to challenges and over-
powering them. This will strengthen your
reputation and trust, thus drawing people
towards you. Be rest assured to get blessed
in Canada.
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My personal experiences in Canada and at Fanshawe
SATISH RANGARAJAN MADURI
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The daughter of a mechanic, I have spent
many a day sitting on a stool beside the car
while Dad speaks to me from under it. He
would teach me about engines, chassis and
alternators. Sitting on the porch, he’d crane
his neck to get a better view of the Stingray
passing the house and tell me all about it
once it was out of sight. I have spent week-
ends at race tracks and car shows. Sitting in
his basement last weekend with a mouthful
of pizza, my dad began explaining to me
how cars are a work of art. He described the
creation process – from idea, to sketch, to
model, to prototype, to product. From the
curvature of the chrome to the angle of the
spoiler, he went on and on, teaching me
about the subtleties of crafting a vehicle. His
hands moved fluidly around one another in
the air as if he were moulding a Bentley out
of clay. He had taught me so much about his
world, but I never foresaw that he’d show
me a part of his that would open up a whole
new realm of mine: Art is absolutely fucking
everywhere.

North Americans spend (on average)
nearly an hour in their vehicles getting to
and from work or school each day, likely
without giving a thought to what it is they’re
travelling in. Little do most know, they’re
sitting in a piece of art that has contributed to
both the rich history of design and helped
shape how our world looks today.

Cars have become akin to a trend fore-
caster, as they’re a fairly accurate reflection
of what people think to be the American
Dream. In the ’50s, it was about decoration
and bright colours, reflecting the uprising of
suburbia and a life that is abundant and full
of choice. Now, it’s about the cool clean
lines and sophisticated simplicity of the
seemingly seamless digital age. Just as cave-
men used sticks to make ideographs on their
walls and we now don’t need any drawing

tools other than our computer’s mouse, cars
have quite literally become a vehicle for
design innovation.

Cars and traditionally defined art (visual,
movement, musical) alike have made them-
selves fixtures in the way our society func-
tions. Without cars, the physical structure of
London would grossly differ from what it
looks like today. Cars grant us the liberty of
time-efficient travelling. We can get from
one place to another in barely any time at all,
and the roads and highways reflect that it’s
become a necessity. Similarly, without art,
the emotional landscape of our city would be
different. Art provides a no-holds-barred
outlet to express our emotions, and public
forums make it obvious how the majority
feel. These two ideas fit together seamlessly

when someone is to purchase a new car.
Carefully, they scan their options: colour,
sport packages, chrome detailing, sound sys-
tems, to reflect their personality in the car.
Their car becomes an extension of them-
selves. This is functional, living art.

Still reeling from the realization that
something I drive every day is a work of art,
and looking around my world to find endless
evidence of creative innovation, I sat at a
stop light and took it all in. Take it all in. The
world around you isn’t a fluke. The chair
you’re sitting on, the mug you’re drinking
from, the light above you... it’s all there
because somebody thought it into existence.
That is art. The world is a masterpiece.

Lessons from the undercarriage
ARTiculation
AMY VAN ES

CREDIT: TOPCARPICTURE.COM

Amy Van Es’ dad taught her that a car is a work of art.
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Prime Minister Stephen Harper is giving
federal politicians an extended summer
vacation at the midway point of his four-year
term. The governor general David Johnston
determined that it was acceptable for Harper
to call a four-week pause to the legislature as
the Conservative party tweaks its strategy
for the last stretch before the next federal
election. Come mid-October, the
Conservatives will present their Throne
Speech, which is intended to set the direction
of the government for the parliamentary ses-
sion to come.
The mechanism of prorogation is such that

any legislation that is in the process of being
debated is struck down and must be reintro-
duced in the new session. Stephen Harper
took heavy criticism for proroguing parlia-
ment in 2008 because it was seen as a tactic
to avoid discussion about the Afghan
detainee scandal. Including the 2008 proro-
gation, this will be the fourth time that the
P.M. has employed the tactic and it’s sure to
be seen as an attempt to shut down debate
about the Senate scandal. The crucial differ-
ence is that at the time of the Afghan
detainee scandal the Harper government was
a minority and therefore incapable of enforc-
ing their legislative agenda without coopera-
tion from non-Conservative MPs.
Conservative Senator Pamela Wallin is

repaying just over $100,000 to the govern-
ment after a formal audit of her expenses
determined that she had claimed travel
expenses for many events that had nothing to
do with Senate business. The remaining sen-
ators facing RCMP investigations will likely
come to a similar fate, but their actions
aren’t what is worrying Stephen Harper.
Nigel Wright is Harper’s former Chief of

Staff and potentially the most damning link
between Harper and the Senate scandal.
Upon finding that Senator Mike Duffy owed
the government approximately $90,000,
Wright wrote him a personal cheque to repay
the amount. The claim is that the cheque was
intended as a loan to a friend, but the resig-
nation of Wright back in May leaves little
doubt that the cheque was intended to pay
the debt and stop the media circus around
Duffy.
As if Wright’s actions weren’t enough,

long-time Conservative Senator Michael
Tkachuk is back in the spotlight accused of
attempting to coerce Duffy into taking the
money fromWright. On top of that, Tkachuk
allegedly counselled Senator Wallin to alter
her calendar entries before submitting her
personal records for investigation.
What remains to be seen is whether the

additional month that the prime minister has
added to the summer break will give him a
break from the heat over the Senate. In his
Throne Speech slated for October 16, he’ll
need to introduce a bold new direction or a
bold new approach to the current direction of
his government, particularly in regard to the
Senate. His current strategy of approaching
the Supreme Court to determine how much
authority he has to change the configuration
of the Senate looks like, and probably is, a
stalling tactic to avoid taking decisive action.

The prorogation
situation

VICTOR DE JONG
INTERROBANG
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Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper
appears to be a big fan of prorogation.

The civil war in Syria has been an ongoing
conflict in the country for the past two and a
half years. Essentially, the war involves sever-
al groups and organizations in the struggle to
topple the Syrian government and take the
country’s president Bashar al-Assad out of
power. This dark period in the country’s his-
tory has left millions displaced, with some
either relocated to vast tent communities or
fleeing to seek refuge in neighbouring coun-
tries. Although the world has known of what
has been occurring since the very beginning,
western intervention didn’t become a possibil-
ity until the August 21 chemical attacks.
Only a week after the attacks, the United

States under the Obama administration had
navy fleets in the Mediterranean awaiting
executive order from the president. With an
apparent plan to strike strategic locations to
weaken the Assad “regime,” alarms went off
in the international community as it appeared
that America was poised to enter into yet
another conflict in the Middle East without

either congressional approval or any sort of
agreement through a formal meeting between
the permanent members of the UN Security
Council (China, France, Russia, U.K. and the
U.S.) Although it is no question that chemical
weapons were used and action had to be taken,
there are a number of questionable aspects to
this entire situation.
Immediately, it seems, the U.S. pointed the

blame for the attacks towards Assad. As such,
the mainstream media spread the accusation
and thus the general population holds the idea
that Assad alone is to blame for these attacks.
Our own Canadian media has spread this
accusation without the slightest bit of specula-
tion much as it does with everything else.
The fact of the matter is that the American

government pointed blame with virtually no
evidence of Assad’s role in the attacks. They
have yet to come forth with any physical proof
of the “regimes” involvement in the attacks.
Meanwhile, literal streams of information
have leaked out from many different sources
that point to the rebel opposition as being the
actual perpetrators in the attack. The same

rebel forces which have been armed by
America and the United Kingdom. Not only
have anonymous rebels come forward to con-
fess, claiming they were unaware of the nature
of the weapons, but countries like Turkey
have caught rebels attempting to smuggle
chemical weapons into Syria. Syrian Armed
Forces have even found rebel bases where
chemical weapons were found. The proof is
overwhelming. Still, the U.S. stands by its
empty claims and the mainstream media rein-
forces American propaganda.
As it stands, the only significant countries

that currently support American intervention
are Israel, Saudi Arabia and Qatar. It is worth
noting that with America in serious debt,
Saudi Arabia has graciously offered to finance
an American intervention. Israel has also
claimed it is in imminent danger, even calling
Obama a coward for his most recent bout of
indecision. Considering these geographically
convenient allies, one must consider a funda-
mental question: Cui Bono? To whose bene-
fit?

The Syria crisis has no end in sight
JOHAN PADILLA
INTERROBANG

CREDIT: THEMORNINGSIDEPOST.COM

Is there a solution to the conflict in Syria?
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Hollerado taking music
beyond the headphones

I write about random things a
lot. I write a lot about random
things. At the risk of stating the
obvious, there is so much more to
making a career in music than sim-
ply writing and playing songs. The
irony is that these days artist mar-
keting usually falls squarely on the
shoulders of the individual artist
themselves; music is important,
but the amount of hype surround-
ing an act and the number of peo-
ple they draw to their concerts are
still important factors in capturing
and holding a record label’s atten-
tion.

Essentially, you show me a band
that has built itself a strong follow-
ing and proven ticket sales record
and I’ll show you a band that will
interest a record label. In the cur-
rent musical climate more than
ever before, the emphasis is placed
on the strength of the concert expe-
rience itself, and captivating acts
will resonate more strongly in our
hearts and minds than others.

Few bands embody that concept
more than Hollerado. Originally
hailing from Ottawa, this four-
piece band has been shaping and
honing their sound since 2007, a
relatively young career for the
impact they’ve made in touring
and entertaining audiences across
the county. This February
Hollerado released their sopho-
more full-length album White
Paint, with the lead single “Pick
Me Up.”

They return to Call The Office
on September 27 with label-mates
PUP, who themselves are fast
approaching their debut release on
October 8 from Hollerado’s label
Royal Mountain Records.

For years, the band – frontman

Menno Versteeg shares guitar duty
with Nixon Boyd, accompanied by
Dean Baxter on bass and Jake
Boyd on drums – have been find-
ing innovative ways to take their
music out of the headphones and
beyond the stage, like the large-
scale paint party they threw to aid
in hand-painting their new albums,
enlisting their friends to paint
10,000 CDs and 2,000 vinyl pack-
ages over a few days.

“A lot of it we do out of necessi-
ty. We don’t want to hire someone
to do it,” Versteeg explained,
pointing out that the band’s do-it-
yourself spirit is well-suited to
infusing their personality into pro-
motions. “A lot of the things we do
ourselves, we don’t really know
how to do; we don’t design T-
shirts as a business, so they come
out with our spin on things, unin-
tentionally, because we don’t real-
ly know how to properly do the
task we’re doing.”

“There is one thing we have
hired out to a professional, and
that’s accounting,” he laughed.
“We don’t want to mess that up,
but everything else we try to do
ourselves because that’s an exten-
sion of our music. Everything that
we do is an extension of the art that
we’re trying to make.”

That art certainly extends
beyond music; their recent video
for “So It Goes” is a long-form
documentary-style video that
relates an account of Versteeg’s
grandfather Karel back in Holland
and the life-saving compassion he
was shown by one of his captors.

Versteeg has made appearances
on television programs like
Canada AM and The National with
Peter Mansbridge, telling the story
of his song of tribute and how it
became a journey of remembrance
and moving source of closure.

Hollerado began the tour earlier
this month in Ontario, including an
indelible gig on September 13
before a packed audience at the

Danforth Music Hall in Toronto.
According to Versteeg, the band
spent time rehearsing their set
leading up to the tour working on
live arrangements and bringing
their album to life on stage.

“We intentionally tried not to
use keyboards on this album,”
Versteeg explained. “We wanted
to see if we could generate some of
those same ideas that you get when
you listen to dance music and elec-
tro pop – they have those big
buildups and drops, and we wanted
to try and use some of those influ-
ences without using the same
instrumentation. It was a fun chal-
lenge to try to build some of those
sounds just using guitars. They get
mistaken for keyboards, but
they’re not.”

Not ones to remain idle,
Versteeg hinted that while the
band is still in the middle of pro-
moting White Paint, Hollerado is
also experimenting with new ideas
for their next release. “We’re defi-
nitely wanting to move forward,
and we’re already working on new
ideas that we want to play, but we
don’t want to play every show and
play a bunch of songs no one has
heard.”

For more on Hollerado or the So
It Goes Tour, visit hollerado.com
online or follow along on Twitter
@hollerado. Advance tickets for
their show at Call The Office with
PUP are $10, available through
ticketscene.ca. This show is
licensed/all ages, doors open at 9
p.m.

For more of the latest music
news, views and concert previews,
consider following this column on
Twitter @fsu_bobbyisms. Fun
fact: White Paint was named in
this column back in January by
members of PUP as the album
they’re looking most forward to in
2013. Don’t miss this show! I’m
out of words.

BOBBYISMS
BOBBY FOLEY

CREDIT: CHRISTIAN JAGGI

Hollerado makes a stop at Call The Office on September 27.
CREDIT: JESS BAUMUNG

Tim Chaisson pulls into Forwell Hall at Fanshawe College for a free noon-
hour show on September 26.

September 26’s installment of
the Student Union’s Music Nooner
series promises to be a memorable
one as singer-songwriter Tim
Chaisson visits Fanshawe College
to perform in Forwell Hall, free for
students.

A fixture on the Prince Edward
Island scene, Chaisson first began
to break westward with the release
of Broken Hearted Beat in 2009.
Recorded as Tim Chaisson and
Morning Fold, the album saw him
writing and recording with Joel
Plaskett snd Gordie Johnson
among others, as well as earning a
number one video on Much More
Music for the title track.

Constantly on the road,
Chaisson’s stop at Fanshawe
occurs closely before his next trip
to tour in Australia in October.

For those who are unfamiliar,
the young troubadour comes from
a long line of Island musicians and
artists spanning six generations.
Chaissons past have long worked
to preserve the state of traditional
music in Prince Edward Island,
and young Tim is no exception to
the rule – since formally beginning
his performing career in 2000 at
age 14, he has been finding his
voice amongst the traditional and
contemporary music of the region.

Around this time last year,
Chaisson released The Other Side,

his fifth record and first solo album
since 2006. Produced by legendary
Canadian artist/producer Colin
Linden, The Other Side has been
celebrated widely by audiences for
capturing Chaisson’s humble,
heartfelt sound in Linden’s warm,
lush style.

In fact, Chaisson has already
been nominated for seven 2013
Music PEI Awards – including a
win for Male Solo Recording of
the Year – and four 2013 East
Coast Music Awards, at which he
took home the award for
Roots/Traditional Solo Recording
of the Year.

A little closer to home on cam-
pus, Chaisson won the 2013
Mainstage Artist Award from the
Canadian Organization of Campus
Activities, ending Arkells’ three-
year streak winning the award
(despite them sharing it with
Lights in 2011). COCA is an
organization representing 65 post-
secondary institutions and promot-
ing quality entertainment program-
ming across the country, like our
Thursday Music Nooner series.

For more on Chaisson and his
album The Other Side, visit tim-
chaisson.com or follow along on
Twitter @timchaisson. For more
information on the Thursday
Music Nooner series and other
concerts by the FSU, visit
fsu.ca/events.

BOBBY FOLEY
INTERROBANG

Chaisson brings
the Maritimes to
Forwell Hall
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Viva London is a community-
based TV show that highlights
information that is targeted to the
immigrant population here in
London.
“We integrate interviews with

expert panelists that talk about top-
ics like how to buy a house,
preparing for retirement, and how
to gain financial freedom,” said
Maria Villamizar, a Public
Relations and Corporate
Communications student at
Fanshawe College and the execu-
tive director of Viva London.
She came up with the idea for

Viva London while studying at
Fanshawe as an immigrant and
journalist from Columbia.
In October 2012, Fanshawe’s

TV Broadcasting, Audiovisual and
Design programs and Biz Inc.
joined the project as well, provid-
ing support for Villamizar and her
show.
Villamizar has completed the

first season of her show on Rogers
TV. All episodes are offered in
Spanish with English subtitles and
are now available online at Rogers
TV London – check it out at

tinyurl.com/VivaLondonS01.
The second season of Viva

London will focus on the same top-
ics as it did in the first season, with
more being added as the show goes
on.
“We’re going to continue with

the same projection of the show.
Topics are related with the com-
mon interest of the population.
We’ll continue with the translation
of the show in order to have more
of an audience that is not only
Hispanic, but from other cultures
as well. We’ll continue to find
expert panelists to talk about what
the city and their organizations
have to offer. And we’re going to
include more topics that people
have asked us to bring into the
show,” said Villamizar.
“The more people that give

feedback on what they want to
learn from our show, the more we
can provide to the community. I
am so glad and so pleased that
Fanshawe College supports me to
do this project for the community,”
added Villamizar.
Villamizar and her team are

working on filming their second
season of Viva London, which will
premiere on September 25.

NIKKI UFIMZEFF
INTERROBANG

Fanshawe student
entrepreneur launches
new television series

When former Falcons come
together, they can do great things.
Meet Alyeus, a local progressive
rock band: lead vocalist and gui-
tarist Kyle Alexander (Business
Marketing, 2009); bassist and
vocalist Dean Greco (Music
Industry Arts, 2013), Andrew Van
Der Voort (Music Industry Arts
and Audio Post Production, 2012).
Along with lead guitarist and
vocalist Ivan Recinos, they are
eagerly awaiting their first CD
release show on September 27.
Drawing influence from every-

thing from Tool to Rush to Coheed
and Cambria, Alyeus blends hard
rock riffs with atmospheric pas-
sages into what they call a “land-
scape of sound.” The band
describes their first album, Forty
Days at Sea, as part of a trilogy of
concept albums that tell a story of
war, a struggle for existence and a
well-kept secret.
Alyeus talked to Interrobang in

May, and now they’re back to dish
on their upcoming CD release.
After four years of working

together, the band is ready to bring

Forty Days at Sea to life.
“It’s really exciting to see our

music really coming to life in a
physical form now,” said
Alexander. “Some of the songs we
have been polishing for almost the
entire four years while others were
written in late 2012 and early 2013,
so we are really happy we finally
get to release all of these the way
they were meant to be heard. The
album is one big story and is
designed to be listened to from
start to finish like a movie.”

Forty Days at Sea officially
comes out on September 24.
Recinos said the band’s next step is
to focus on touring and promoting
the album as much as they possibly
can. “We are also really excited to
start writing again and we have
already started discussing ideas for
our next release. We have been in
talks with some bands around
Ontario to set up some great shows
and we are really looking forward
to getting on stage with some of
them again.”
“We want to thank everybody

who supported us the last four
years and waited patiently for us to
get our songs on an album. Our

Indiegogo campaign helped us
raise over $5,000 with the help of a
very kind person in Germany and
for that we will be forever grate-
ful,” said Van Der Voort.
“We had a great time writing

this album and we hope everybody
enjoys it as much as we do,” added
Greco.
The CD release show will be

taking place at London Indie
Underground (538 Adelaide St. N.,
corner of Princess and Adelaide)
on September 27 at 8 p.m. The
event is free, 19-plus and BYOB,
but pay-what-you-can donations
will be accepted at the door. If you
are not 19 and don’t want to miss
out on the party, you can stream
video and audio live from lon-
donindieunderground.com. The
night will also feature music by
local bands Zealots Desire and The
Baxters. All bands will be selling
their music and merch at the show.
It’s an event you don’t want to
miss!
For a full list of upcoming shows

and to hear Alyeus’ music, check
out alyeus.com.

NIKKI UFIMZEFF
INTERROBANG

Forty Days at Sea comes to life

CREDIT: DAVID SMITH

Local prog-rock band Alyeus rocked out at Ribfest this past summer. Catch them when they play the London
Indie Underground for their CD release party on September 27.

Environmental Week Fair
September 23-26
F Hallway beside the computer store
10am - 2pm
Special Appearances by:

The City of London on Monday September 23rd, 
with the “Download My Waste App”

MicroCad on Monday, September 23rd, with 
information on Electronic Waste Management

The London Transit Commission on Wednesday 
September 25th, with bus routes and maps

P

Free Bike Tune-Up from 
Outspokin Cycles
Wednesday, September 25
Sub Courtyard
10am - 2pm
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For as long as film and televi-
sion have existed, there has always
been a section of the audience who
has desired to see their favourite
pieces of written work come to life
on the small screen. The majority
of prominent adaptations, especial-
ly in recent years, have come from
some of the traditionally “geeky”
sources, comic books and fantasy
stories, resulting in mega-block-
busters such as The Lord of the
Rings trilogy and the Avengers, as
well as a long list of televisions
shows. While adaptations have
achieved varying degrees of suc-
cess, both critically and financial-
ly, the biggest question on the
minds of the fans when watching
for the first time is always the
same: How much are the writers
going to change the story?
For fans of a piece of written

work, especially the ones that have
become popular enough to be ele-
vated to film and TV status, the
story and it’s ingredients, be it the
characters, locations or a specific
event that takes place are some-
thing to be revered, the equivalent
of a sacred text that should not be
tampered with. An author has vir-
tually no limits in how much he or
she can describe within the pages,
a trait that is perhaps most obvious
when looking at George R.R.
Martin’s fantasy series A Song of
Ice and Fire, which inspired
HBO’s hugely successful televi-

sion series Game of Thrones.
Currently sitting at five books,
with two more titles to be pub-
lished at some point before the end
of the world, the book series is a
tremendous example of the deep
and involved worlds that can be
created in the hands of a skilled
author. Each novel is a wealth of
prose, describing what is happen-
ing in the story, as well as the mul-
titude of events that happened
before, creating a realistic world
that has enraptured millions of
readers worldwide.
When aiming to bring this

sprawling world to the small
screen, series creators David
Benioff and D.B. Weiss were faced
with the task of condensing the
massive world contained within
the pages into an hour-per-week
television series that would satisfy
the long-time fans of the series and
draw in viewers who were unfa-
miliar with the source material. To
say that they were successful in
their endeavours would be an
understatement, with the show
drawing in an average of 14.2 mil-
lion viewers during its third season
(not including illegal online view-
ing and downloads, where it is the
most pirated show on the Internet),
with the show becoming a cultural
phenomenon worldwide. The cre-
ators were not only able to focus
on the important facets of the
books’ events, ensuring that the
story goes exactly where it should,
but also were able to add in many
of their own scenes that were never
present in the book, which have
drawn praise from fans and critics
alike for breathing life into certain
characters that were not prominent

in the novels.
Competing with Game of

Thrones for the distinction of
nerdiest pop culture juggernaut,
AMC’s The Walking Dead is a
sterling example of how writers
can make huge changes to the
source material and still create a
compelling story that does not
alienate the original fans. Adapting
a monthly black and white comic
book about zombies may have
been a risk, but the original spin on
the story of Rick Grimes and
friends has turned what would
have been a difficult adaptation
into a runaway success. While not
all of the changes have gone down
well with fans, notably the portray-
als of certain main characters, the
new spin on the story has gone
down well with old and new fans
alike. Comic creator Robert
Kirkman said in a 2012 interview,
“There are things that happen in
the comic that you absolutely have
to put in the show, otherwise
you’re not doing the comic justice.
But maybe we move it up, maybe
we move it back, we add different
characters into the mix.” This bal-
ance between the old and new has
ensured that the show has retained
the spirit of the original story while
keeping old fans guessing as to
what is coming.
These two differing yet success-

ful approaches to adaptations
prove that there is no formula for
translating written word into good
television, but the most important
aspect continues to be a loyalty to
the original story, regardless of
what minor creative liberties are
taken.

One world, two stories
G33K LYFE
ANDREW VIDLER

CREDIT: DENOFGEEK.COM

David Morrisey’s Governor in The Walking Dead is distinctly different from his comic book counterpart, which
caused ire among fans.

Your first year in post-second-
ary education is always a little
crazy. From the day you step onto
campus and spend your first night
in residence, prepare for sleepless
nights.
The former quiet haven of your

parents’ house has been replaced
by the incessant bass coming from
the music of your neighbour’s very
expensive sound system. You
check your alarm clock every five
minutes to see how much time has
passed since the relentless attack
of Alesso on your eardrums. Sleep
has been replaced with your new
hobby of counting how many
bumps are on your popcorn ceil-
ing. Sound familiar? Then you
might be insomnia’s newest vic-
tim.
If you didn’t have sleeping prob-

lems before you came to school,
chances are you’ll develop them at
some point – it’s an inescapable
fact of life.
Insomnia is characterized by a

difficulty falling or staying asleep.
Sometimes it exists for short peri-
ods of time, usually having been
triggered by temporary factors
such as stress. Sufferers of chronic
insomnia have reoccurring bouts
throughout their life. Chronic
insomniac Cecil Sutton said that
massive weather changes are one
of the triggers of his insomnia.
When he tries to sleep, he avoids
watching television as it keeps him
awake and instead reads to help
slow down his mind.
According to the National Sleep

Foundation, periodic bouts of
stress-induced insomnia are nor-
mal. Alleviating the stress usually
dissipates the insomnia. Sutton
said he has noticed the effect it has

on his life.
“I am late for work and I see a

decrease in my job performance
and I can’t concentrate.”
When you consult your physi-

cian about sleeping issues, they
may refer you to a sleep clinic,
which involves an overnight stay
to monitor your sleeping patterns.
Sleeping patterns work in four
stages. The Encyclopedia of
Science describes Stage 1 as the
initial start to your sleep. You
close your eyes and you are in a
light slumber, as you fall deeper
into sleep you reach Stage 2, which
is considered your first “true”
sleep. Stages 3 and 4 have you on
your way to dreaming about that
test you’re going to ace tomorrow.
Stage 4 is typically referred to as
REM (Rapid Eye Movement)
sleep. It is the stage where your
brain is at the end of the sleep
cycle and you’re lightly sleeping
and experiencing vivid dreaming.
This process repeats itself through-
out the night.
Experts say that teenagers

require around nine and half hours
of sleep per night in order to be
healthy. Sleep is our body’s way of
regenerating, similar to plugging
your phone in to charge its battery.
If you only sleep for five hours
each night, your body and mind
may only be operating at 75 per
cent of its full potential.
Sufferers of insomnia operate at

a constant 75 per cent or lower.
Their minds inability to shut off
doesn’t allow them to reach stages
of sleep successfully. For students,
operating at 100 per cent is so
important to their success.
Consulting a doctor at beginning
stages of insomnia will greatly
help in reducing your potential for
long-term insomnia.

MEGAN MCPHADEN
INTERROBANG

The struggle for sleep
CREDIT: CLINICAOMEGAZETA.COM



Harsh realities are all around us,
including abuse in relationships.
You might have heard of a toxic
relationship, know of someone
who’s been in one, or even experi-
enced one yourself. Either way, it
is something that should never
happen, but unfortunately, it does.
Partner abuse is something that can
happen in even the most rosy-look-
ing of intimate relationships. And
there’s something else, too: it hap-
pens to women and men.
But the facts don’t lie, that

women and children are still vic-
timized the most in an abusive sit-
uation. On average, a woman is
killed every six days by her inti-
mate partner in Canada.
Saundra-Lynn Coulter is the

program manager at the London
Abused Women’s Centre. She said
it can be hard for someone to real-
ize that they’re a victim in an abu-
sive intimate relationship.
“Sometimes people have grown up
thinking, ‘Well, if you’re not being
hit or if it’s not a sexual assault,
then it’s not really abuse.’ That’s
not the reality,” she explained.
“The reality is that abuse is much
broader than that, so it could be for
example financial abuse, taking
your paycheque from you; it could
be forcing you into prostitution. It
could be verbal abuse; really hor-
rific verbal putdowns and threats,
like threatening children and
threatening pets. There’s really a
broad spectrum.”
Conceiving why a person would

choose to stay with their partner in
a toxic situation is more complicat-
ed than it may seem. Put yourself
in her shoes for a second; you may
feel intimidated, afraid, and even
embarrassed to seek immediate

help.
Coulter stated that it’s common

for women to choose not to get
help at all. “Often people don’t
want to. They have a vested inter-
est; they care about the person,”
she said. “They’re usually in love
with the person, they may have
been with the person for a long
time, they may have children that
they have together, they may be
pregnant; all kinds of reasons.”
Like many unfortunate truths,

it’s hard to understand why this
happens. Finding reasons that
explain violent behavior towards a
loved one can be hard, but Coulter
said that in many cases, there is
indeed an underlying tendency.
Many of the men perpetrating

abuse in relationships were nur-
tured with such behavior from a
young age, she said. “Many of the
men who are abusive now grew up
in homes where they witnessed
abuse of all kinds, physical and
otherwise, of their moms ... Some
studies have followed boys who
witnessed their mom being abused,
and about 50 per cent of them go
on to be abusive to their partners
… so sometimes it’s learned
behavior; we’ve taught our kids
and modeled for them that it’s
okay for them to do that.”
Abuse doesn’t happen only in

spousal situations. The highest
rates of abuse towards women hap-
pen between the ages of 16 and 24.
They could be dating or even just
casually seeing their abusive part-
ners.
Coulter knows the vulnerabili-

ties that young people face, partic-
ularly the ones coming to college
right out of high school and living
on their own, and she said she
believes women should educate
themselves about the dangers, just

as a precaution. “Women who are
going to college initially, they face
the potential of assault – sexual
assault, and assault by an intimate
partner at quite a high rate. To
know that this can happen to any-
one, and that there are resources
available to them, and to learn as
much as they can about this, and
connect with their friends in say-
ing, ‘How do we protect each
other?’ (is a good thing).”
Although not nearly as common,

the issue of male abuse does also
rear its ugly head.
Jonathan Schmidt is a psy-

chotherapist for Family Service
Thames Valley, and he has dealt

with men who have been victim-
ized. Like women, he encouraged
men in abusive relationships to
seek help. “If a man realizes that
he’s being abused, there are a num-
ber of things he can do,” he
explained. “If he feels safe to do
so, he should tell his partner, man
or woman – intimate partner vio-
lence happens in same sex-rela-
tionships too – about what hurt him
or made him feel disrespected.”
“He could also initiate couples

counselling by calling us at Family
Service Thames Valley and
requesting an intake. All victims of
abuse should know that they are
not responsible for being abused;
however, they can take more
responsibility for their safety.”
Schmidt acknowledged that it’s

hard to explain why there isn’t
more of a spotlight on the side of
men being victimized. “This is a
complex issue and I’m sure I don’t
have the whole answer,” he said.
“Being a victim seems to be at
odds with our stereotypes of men –

‘men are tough,’ ‘men are in con-
trol,’ ‘men like sex.’ However,
we’re seeing an increasing aware-
ness that men can be abused in
relationships and that they can be
sexually abused as children, or
assaulted as adults. High-profile
athletes such as Sheldon Kennedy,
Theo Fleury and R.A. Dicky have
admitted to being sexually abused
as children and this and other high-
profile cases, such as the church,
Boy Scouts, and the Penn State
scandal, raise the awareness that
men can be abused.”
No matter who you are, you

have the right to live a safe and
comfortable life. Being in an inti-
mate relationship with someone
should be an enjoyable, meaning-
ful experience. If you find yourself
in an abusive situation or know of
someone who’s looking for help,
get in touch with the London
Abused Women’s Centre at 519-
432-2204 or Family Services
Thames Valley at 519-433-0700.
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Having a green home always
seems to sound really expensive...
what student really has the cash to
buy these energy- and water-sav-
ing appliances that cost thousands
of dollars? Probably not too many
of us!
Not to worry, though – making

your student home into an eco-
friendly space is a lot easier and
cheaper than you thought!
While being students, we can

still play our parts into having a
green home without having to pay
a pretty penny! The easiest way to
start being more environmentally
friendly is to purchase LED or
CFL light bulbs for your light fix-
tures. Both types of light bulbs
conserve energy use and last
longer than regular incandescent
light bulbs (which keeps more junk
out of our landfills). These types of
bulbs cost a few dollars more than
regular light bulbs but are certainly
well worth the price in the end.
This small adjustment to your life
will have a huge impact on the
environment in the long run.
If you’re finishing school this

year or you’re simply de-clutter-

ing, you might have a whole bunch
of un-needed furniture. Giving
your unwanted furniture and home
accessories to second-hand stores
is a great way to keep garbage out
of the dump. Like they say, one
person’s trash is another person’s
treasure.
Buying furniture from second-

hand stores is another way to stay
environmentally conscious.
Anything that was once in style
and beautiful can be made beauti-
ful again with a quick paint job!
Re-finishing old furniture is green
friendly in many ways; it keeps the
furniture out of our land fill and

you can use zero VOC paint. Zero
VOC paint does not have the toxic
components that will harm our
environment and the people who
live in it. There is never a reason
for old furniture to be thrown out
when you can always re-use it and
make it trendy again!
Making small changes in your

life right now to have a positive
impact on our environment is easy
and inexpensive for us students.
Nothing is impossible, even with a
small student budget!
Remember to always think

green when it comes to your living
space.

TURN BORING
SPACES BEAUTIFUL
BRITTANY ROACH

Having a green home is easier
than you think

CREDIT: VIZIMAC.COM

A fresh coat of paint can really brighten up an old piece of furniture,
keeping more junk out of the landfill.

CREDIT: STEPHANIE LAI

Heather Jarvis, co-founder of SlutWalk Toronto, stopped by Forwell Hall to speak to students about sexual vio-
lence during the Fanshawe Student Union’s Sexual Awareness Days on campus.

Help for people in abusive relationships
STUART GOODEN

INTERROBANG
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Lana Del Rey’s style has
evolved tremendously since she
debuted into the music industry in
2007. With the influence of Old
Hollywood, Nancy Sinatra,
romance, symbolism, retro chic
and fashion, Del Ray formed her
image in the early stages of her
career. It wasn’t long until the self-
proclaimed “gangster Nancy
Sinatra” began influencing the
world of fashion through her con-
stant style evolution and bold fash-
ion statements.
Del Rey uses fashion and sym-

bolism in her music videos to por-
tray emotions, characters and self-
expression. Her style transitioned
from casual and retro chic styles
into luxurious designer gowns
from Vivienne Westwood,
Mulberry and Joseph Altuzarra for
red carpet appearances. It wasn’t
long until she caught the attention
of luxury sports car maker Jaguar
and top fashion retailer H&M to
represent their brands.
The inspiration for this week’s

outfit come from Del Rey’s
Autumn 2012 campaign for H&M
where she dons her infamous beau-
ty queen ‘bump-it,’ thick lashes, a
soft pink sweater and a bold state-
ment piece of jewellery. She por-
trays a sophisticated woman whose
sense of style is modern, elegant,
unique and combined with retro
influences. She combines the per-
fect amount of strong and sharp
elements with soft silhouettes and
fabric textures. This is a perfect
theme to dress up a little black
dress with.
The little black dress is a classic

and elegant silhouette with a high
neck, paired with a light pink state-
ment necklace and the matching
pair of oversized earrings in the
same colour. An enveloped patent
nude clutch complements the
open-toed heels without overpow-
ering the strappy, mesh and stud

detailing. The outfit reflects Del
Rey’s glamorous style, which
combines sophisticated and unique
elements together. The palette of
Del Rey’s wardrobe often includes
white, cream or nude, which works
with her dramatic hair and make-
up.

1. Little Black Dress: This
stretchy high-necked dress is knee-
length, making it appropriate for a
day or evening look. A change of
accessories can transform the dress
from a standard black dress to a
Lana Del Rey-inspired ensemble!
(Forever 21, $20)

2. Light Pink Jewellery: The
chunky statement necklace con-
trasts against the high neck dress to
show the details of the piece. The
oversized earrings keep the classy
and retro theme that Del Rey por-
trays in the H&M campaign. (Aldo
Accessories, Necklace: $19.98,
Earrings: $8)

3. Patent Nude Clutch and
Multi-Textured Open-Toed Heels:
The patent envelope clutch is
sophisticated and completes the
outfit perfectly along with the
heels. The suede heels are unique
with mesh and gold studding. Del
Rey often picks one detailed piece
to go with her outfits, and these
heels are the show-stopping piece
of the outfit. (Aldo, Clutch: $35,
Heels: $59.98)
This ensemble is perfect for a

fancy dinner or a special occasion
where you plan to glam up your
make-up and hair! The neutral
jewellery won’t conflict with any
bold make-up choices, like Del
Rey’s.
With the inspiration of Del

Rey’s glamourous style, the little
black dress is completely trans-
formed into a sophisticated, time-
less and fashion-forward look!
Hai Ha Nguyen loves to discov-

er the new trends in street fashion,
accessories and styling. Follow
her on Instagram at
instagram.com/misshaihanguyen
for the trendiest pieces this season!
If you have a suggestion or feed-
back for her column, send her an
email at hhnguyen.77@gmail.com.

Lana Del Rey, the
glamour edition

CREDIT: MARIECLAIRE.CO.UK, HAI HA NGUYEN

A simple black dress paired with Lana Del Ray-inspired jewellery can cre-
ate a sophisticated and elegant look.

THE SHOPPING BAG
HAI HA NGUYEN
hhnguyen.77@gmail.com

In The Sims, perhaps the most
popular life simulation game
series, you as a “Sim” can do a
slew of things you probably could-
n’t (read: wouldn’t) do in life
beyond the computer screen.
Maybe something small and sim-
ple, such as having six cats. Or
maybe something radical: flirting
with someone’s spouse at your
neighbour’s house party. And then
there are the smaller things – what
can only be described as super-
powers in our world – that just
melt into the whole virtual experi-
ence, beneath your dulled observa-
tions. Like the clothes. Outfits.
Colours upon colours, a myriad of
fabrics, a multitude of patterns and
designs. The Sims is arguably noth-
ing without the ability to effortless-
ly customize clothes.
Unfortunately, our lives are not

that of Sims, and we are relegated
to whatever happens to be in our
closet during the grey, groggy
mornings before class. We only
have what we see: that pair of jeans
that still fits after all these years;
that graphic tee whose image no
longer sparks inside-joke snickers;
your mother’s sweater that was
once cool in an ironic way, but
now incites only a shamed, “Just
why?”
More than that, when we do buy

pricey new clothes, the older, less
favourable ones are often chucked
into the nearest garbage can. Our
student-appropriate wardrobes are
limited, after all, so, unless you
know how to perform an
Undetectable Extension Charm,
your mother’s sweater will ulti-
mately be made obsolete by your
new hipster-but-not fleece. If only
we could be more like Sims, end-
lessly altercating our clothes in
front of a mirror that only knows
how to flatter us, without worrying

about price tags, wasted fabric and
limited space...
But, wait, I say in a voice remi-

niscent of 3 a.m. infomercials! We
can change our clothes into any-
thing our mercurial hearts desire! It
just requires a little imagination
and sartorial pluckiness! If you
wanted, you could “make the
cutest shorts out of even jeans,”
Lisa, student of the Fashion
Merchandising program, said. She
gave a step-by-step process: “First
you have to cut them – with scis-
sors or anything – and after that
you pull the lining [where it’s been
cut]. And you can even use a razor
blade to add a ripped effect.”
She then added that basic crop

tops can be made from any old
shirt with nothing more than a pair
of scissors and a keen eye; there
are plenty of online tutorials and
guides that show how it’s done,
and more. Jumpers or shirts with
minor or no edits can be worn as
scarves. Jeans into cut-offs with
the help of a spin cycle. Or, for
guys, quick muscle shirts with the
snipping of sleeves. Torn fabrics
transformed into makeshift hair
ties, belts and headbands. A tee

with your individualized favourite
phrase or image – “One of my
friends just painted the graphic
on,” Lisa remarked, having
thought of more ways to save
money.
And, because you’re going to be

heavily customizing these rags into
riches, they can be old clothes
either already in your grasp – as in,
these edits can be done for free,
assuming you have the common
kitchen utensils – or waiting at the
thrift store for a relatively low
price!
Don’t be afraid to take some-

thing old and renew it; what may
seem like an overwhelming, time-
consuming chore can easily be mit-
igated with the help of a quick
Internet search. There are count-
less potential outcomes when alter-
ing clothes: Be daring and try
something new. Save space and
money while lightening the land-
fills by keeping that dingy sweater!
All it takes is a little imagination

to be environmentally friendly;
together, we can save our college
funds and the planet, one piece of
clothing at a time.

ROSWELL GREENIAUS
INTERROBANG

Saving Earth, one shirt at a time

CREDIT: THEHAIRPIN.COM

Turning your old jeans into cute shorts is as easy as snip-snip-snip!

One of the hardest makeup items
to switch is your foundation
because it’s such a personal cos-
metic, and once you’ve found that
perfect texture and colour, you
never want to switch. But as it is
the new school year, it is always
good to have a fresh start, especial-
ly because the new foundation
launches this season have been
absolutely amazing; it is all about
the extremely lightweight texture.
Smashbox has once again revo-

lutionized the foundation by intro-
ducing Liquid Halo. If you have
ever used the Halo mineral pow-
der, you will understand how
exciting this new launch is. This
new liquid foundation is the light-
est (texture) foundation I have felt
in such a long time. It has a beauti-
ful, radiant finish that allows for
the natural beauty of the skin to
shine through. That being said, it
has sheer coverage but is very
buildable, especially if you layer
the Halo powder on top.
Lancôme has also created an

innovative foundation that com-
bines the power of their
Visionnaire serum and a light-

weight foundation with a cream
corrector that is attached to the lid
of the product. This foundation
also has a very sheer, radiant finish
but since it has the innovation of
the Visionnaire added to it, it
instantly helps improve the look of
your skin texture (pores, fine lines
and more). Even though the foun-
dation (Teint Visionnaire) has a
sheer coverage, you can easily
blend the corrector on top of it
which will help give a fuller cover-
age for those nights out. Another
tip that is an extra bonus with this
product is that you can remove the
lid and take it with you for touch-
ups throughout the day because it
basically acts as a mini compact
(corrector and a mirror).
On the contrary to the other

newly released foundations,
Clarins has launched their Extra-
Comfort foundation that is perfect
for those with a drier skin type
(especially as winter quickly
approaches). It not only has argan
oil that nourishes and moisturizes
the skin, but has an SPF of 15 as
well! Even though this foundation
has a heavier texture then the other
two mentioned, it doesn’t crease or
“cake” up in expression lines, it
actually does the opposite. With
Clarins’ exclusive Global Age-
Defying Complex, it helps plump
and smooth the skin.
Even though foundation is one

of the hardest cosmetics to change
from your daily routine, these
exciting, innovative launches
should make the switch much eas-
ier – you never know if there is
something better out there for you
unless you try new things.

Foundation for the school year

CREDIT: SMASHBOX

Smashbox’s new Liquid Halo foun-
dation gives the skin a heavenly
glow.

BEAUTY BOY
JOSHUA R.WALLER
joshua.r.waller@gmail.com
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When discussing the topic of
endangered animals, there are
some key species that come to
mind, such as fluffy white polar
bears, cuddly pandas and ferocious
tigers. But none of these creatures
reside anywhere near where we are
in London, Ontario. Even so, there
are many species at risk here in our
own hometown that people might
not be aware of.
“In the London area, the most

endangered reptile species include
the queensnake, spiny softshell
turtle, Blanding’s Turtle and
Eastern Hog-nosed snake,” said
Scott Gillingwater, a Species At
Risk biologist for the Upper
Thames River Conservation
Authority. “There are also a num-
ber of fish and mussel species
within the river that are at risk,
including the black redhorse fish,
silver shiner fish, spotted sucker
fish, Eastern sand darter fish,
Wavy-rayed Lampmussel, rain-
bow mussel, and round pigtoe
mussel.”
There are many reasons why

these animals are becoming endan-
gered. Firstly, habitat loss is a
major concern. Land where ani-
mals used to reside is being taken
over by humans without a second
thought to how it will affect the
animals living there.

Road mortality, accidental mor-
tality, and intentional human per-
secution are a few other major fac-
tors affecting animals. Female tur-
tles are often killed on the road
when they try to find nesting areas.
Human activities such as off-road-
ing, boating, and fishing often
result in the accidental death of
snakes, turtles and fish. There is
also a number of animals that are
intentionally killed by humans for
target practice or due to fear of cer-
tain animals, such as snakes.
Poaching reptiles for illegal pet
trade is now becoming a rising
issue, and poor water quality
caused by erosion or pollution is
creating problems for animals that
reside in the water.
“If we are to maintain the

integrity of the current ecosystem,
we must strive to protect all native
wildlife species, rare and more
common alike. Current stressors
placed on the local environment
will eventually affect us – if they
have not already – and many of
these animals also act as indicators
of ecosystem health,” Gillingwater
explained. Protecting the wildlife
in our own area of the world is
important to keep our own ecosys-
tem working well.
Gillingwater works as part of the

Upper Thames River Conservation
Authority, a non-profit environ-
mental protection agency. “For

over 60 years, the UTRCA has
been working with local communi-
ties to ensure the conservation,
restoration and responsible man-
agement of our water, land and
natural habitats through programs
that balance human, environmental
and economic needs.”
UTRCA is currently involved in

tree-planting, limiting erosion,
removing invasive species, pro-
tecting turtle nests, expanding the
Species At Risk turtle and snake
habitat, incubating and releasing
thousands of hatching baby turtles,
water clean-up projects, and edu-
cating school and community
groups.
Students who want to get

involved in the protection of
wildlife can contribute to habitat
cleanup programs, volunteer with
tree planting, contribute to envi-
ronmental clubs, and become more
aware of the natural world.
“Efforts to protect species at risk

takes people of all backgrounds to
succeed,” Gillingwater said.
“Scientists, educators, land own-
ers, land users, students and busi-
nesses all play a part in the future
of species in this region. Without
these connections, only so much
can be accomplished.”
For more information on the

UTRCA and how to help, check
out thamesriver.on.ca.

GABBY SCHEYEN
INTERROBANG

Protecting our local animals

www.fsu.ca

Environmental
Awareness Week

September 23-26
Fanshawe College

Environmental Week Fair
September 23-26
F Hallway beside the computer store
10am - 2pm
Special Appearances by:

The City of London on Monday September 23rd, 
with the “Download My Waste App”

MicroCad on Monday, September 23rd, with 
information on Electronic Waste Management

The London Transit Commission on Wednesday 
September 25th, with bus routes and maps

Put Your Waste In The Right 
Place Gameshow
Monday, September 23
Forwell Hall
Noon

Enviro Trivia with 
Ola Akinsara
Tuesday, September 24
Throughout Fanshawe
Noon
Participate then come to the Environmental Week Fair 
(F Hallway) to get a prize! 

Free Bike Tune-Up from 
Outspokin Cycles
Wednesday, September 25
Sub Courtyard
10am - 2pm

Digi-Scavenger Hunt 
Thursday, September 26 
Contest closes at 2pm

There are 15 posters highlighting various 
Sustainability features around campus.

Find and take a picture of at least 5 of these posters, 
post them to the Sustainability at Fanshawe 
Facebook Page, and then visit the booth (F Hallway) 
to get a prize! 

Capture Nature Contest 
Thursday, September 26 
Contest closes at 2pm
Winners announced next week

Take a picture of any nature or sustainability related 
content around campus and submit your photo to 
the Sustainability at Fanshawe Facebook Page.

The best picture will win a grand prize! (Limit of one 
entry per person)

Find inner peace with
open meditation sessions

If life’s hustle and bustle are get-
ting you down, The Quiet Group
on campus is the perfect place to
relax and recharge.
“The group is for any student

who would like to learn some new
skills for coping with the stress and
the demands of college life,” said
Heather Fredin, an intern in the
Counselling and Accessibility
Service department. She runs the
group with counsellor Melody
Robinson. “It is not a ‘sharing
group,’ simply a skills-based group

for practicing relaxation and cop-
ing skills.”
The Quiet Group is being

offered through Counselling and
Accessibility Services. Beginning
September 27, meditation sessions
will be held in F2010 every Friday
from 12 to 12:30 p.m. The sessions
run until December 20.
Schedule some peace and quiet

into your busy agenda. “It is
important to be intentional about
managing stress in our lives, so
this is an opportunity to do just
that,” Fredin said.

ERIKA FAUST
INTERROBANG
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Meditation can help you unwind after a long week.



5% of our food
waste was sent for
COMPOSTING

5%

The rest, 38% ,
was sent to the
LANDFILL

38%

ORGANIC
70%

RECYCLABLE
14%

LANDFILL
16%

Tim Hortons cups
(NO LIDS)

Clamshell container
from B Cafeteria 

Olive Oyle’s coffee cups and 
soup bowls

Soiled napkins

Food waste like orange peels, 
apple cores and tea bags

Mr. Sub bags

Tim Hortons food bags

Pizza Pizza cardboard slice 
holders

Cardboard boxes

Newspapers, magazines

Paper

Plastics 1 through 7 
(check the bottom of the item for 
the number)

Glass bottles

Pop, water and juice bottles

Clamshell containers

Milk cartons

Any Containers
(except styrofoam)

Soiled wax paper 
(the kind your sandwich comes 
wrapped in)

Plastic bags

Candy wrappers and chip bags

Clamshell container from 
Oasis

Cups, lids and straws

Plastic spoons, forks and 
knives

Tim Hortons lids

We could save 570 TREES each year by recycling the paper that we send to landfill.

Each year, the plastic, cans and glass that does NOT get 
recycled at Fanshawe produces enough carbon dioxide to fill 

27 HOT AIR BALLOONS.

57% of our
waste was sent to
RECYCLING

57%

BY
ERIKA
FAUST 
AND
MARY-LEE 
TOWNSEND
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Most of the things we use every
day – from toasters to hairdryers to
computers – use electricity. It may
seem like we have an endless ener-
gy supply now, but our resources
will run out eventually.
The concept of energy conserva-

tion is to limit the amount of ener-
gy we consume. Using solar panels
or windmills is the most environ-
mentally friendly option, but sadly,
it’s not the cheapest.
We use a lot more electricity

every day then we think we do.
The average Canadian household
consumes more than 100 giga-
joules of electricity per year. To
put that into perspective, the
amount of energy represented by
one gigajoule is equivalent to
about 30 litres of gasoline, 39 litres
of propane, 278 kilowatt-hours of
electricity or 45.5 kilograms of
coal, according to the website for
Alberta’s Ministry of Energy.
The consumption of energy is

beginning to be taken for granted.
If the temperature drops a few
degrees, most people immediately
turn up the heat in their home
instead of putting on a sweater or
using a blanket. We are becoming
way too dependent on energy, and
our supply is not endless. If we do
not work harder to conserve ener-
gy, we will exhaust our supply
soon.
By following a few simple tips,

you can conserve energy and lower
your bills.

Use fans or heaters. Instead of
always blasting the air condition-
ing or heat, try using ceiling fans or

portable heaters. These use a lot
less energy because they are cool-
ing or heating smaller areas,
instead of your entire house. On
windy days, open your windows
wide and turn the AC off to cool
your room and air it out.

Adjust your thermostat. If you
have a programmable thermostat,
adjust it so that your air condition-
ing isn’t cooling your house when
you’re not home in the summer,
and so that your heater isn’t keep-
ing your empty house toasty when
you’re at school in the winter. If
you cannot program it, adjust it
manually. Even shifting the ther-
mostat a few degrees when you’re
sleeping will save energy.

Install insulation. Having a
well-insulated house will help
keep the heat or AC inside. Check
for cracks in your foundation and
make sure there is no way for air to
get in or out.

Use energy smart appliances.
Look for the Energy Star label
when purchasing appliances. This
symbol identifies appliances that
meet or exceed premium levels of
energy efficiency. An average
home can save hundreds of dollars
in natural gas and electrical costs
every year with these appliances
(but just because these can save
energy does not mean you should
use them more).

Use energy-efficient light bulbs.
One of the simplest ways to save
energy is to switch your light bulbs
from incandescent to fluorescent.
These bulbs use two-thirds less
energy to power, and they last
longer. Also, don’t forget to turn
the lights off when you are not in

the room, and try to use as much
natural lighting as possible.

Conserve water. If you can,
switch your faucets and shower-
heads to low-flow nozzles that use
less water. Fix leaky fixtures and
turn off the tap while brushing
your teeth or washing dishes.
Every drop of water you conserve
is helpful.

Unplug electronics. Kitchen
appliances, DVD players, TVs,
game consoles, laundry room
appliances – really, anything that
lights up, even when it’s not in use
– all use energy even when they
are turned off. To prevent wasting
energy this way, unplug your
appliances when you’re not using
them.

Change filters. You should
change your furnace filters at least
four times a year to keep them
working to the best of their ability.
If they are not clean, your furnace
will need to work harder and run
longer to heat your home.

Laundry. When doing laundry,
try to only do full loads and use
cold water. Most of the energy
used to clean your clothes is used
to heat the water.

Use the sun. Block the sun with
blinds to prevent heat from getting
into your home in the summer, and
open the blinds in the winter to let
the sunlight in to naturally heat
your home.
If you follow these few simple

tips, you will not only save money
but reduce greenhouse gas emis-
sions, reduce air pollution and save
water. Even just by switching a
few light bulbs, you will be con-
serving energy.

GABBY SCHEYEN
INTERROBANG

Save money by using less energy

We’ve seen Spiderman father a
daughter with his superpowers in
Spider-Girl. We’ve seen the god-
damned Batman re-imagined
(unintentionally) as a hilarious
psychopath. Conversely, we’ve
also seen Batman re-imagined as
the hero of a Victorian-era penny
dreadful hero. As for the world’s
most overpowered boy scout,
Superman has been reimagined as
having been sent to Krypton from
Earth, and even crash-landing onto
Wayne Manor to become a super-
human Batman. Point being, sky’s
the limit when it comes to re-imag-
ining superheroes with an estab-
lished canon and personality. In
this DC Elseworld’s comic minis-
eries, Superman: Red Son tackles a
much more ordinary (yet equally,
if not more, compelling) question:
what if the All-American were
instead an agent of the reds, sym-
pathizer of Lenin, a superhuman
communist?

Superman: Red Son takes on this
alternate universe story with some
interesting results. Despite the
Man of Steel landing on a Russian
collective farm instead of the
Kent’s due to a matter of a few
hours, his do-gooder personality
isn’t altered in any way. Superman
comics generally tend to shy away
from politics, with the few
(excluding President Lex Luthor,
remember that?) being portrayed
as either well-meaning, harboring
a grudge, or at worst, one-dimen-
sionally corrupt. Red Son’s
Superman still retains his boy
scout (or should it be Stalin
Youth?) personality, his want of
righting wrongs, but this time, is
forced to make more than a com-
fortable share of concessions,
being forced to ignore the
U.S.S.R.’s corrupt internal poli-
tics. An interesting sense of inner
conflict is added, as Kal-El is
forced to play propaganda tool
while Uncle Joe lets people starve
in breadlines, going beyond the old
device of his guilt of not being able
to save everyone at once.
In keeping with the shifted

nature of this alternate universe,

several of our favourite Superman
characters have been given all new
roles but still retain their quirks.
Most notably, Lex Luthor, howev-
er, has barely changed, other than
being a “good guy” as a top US
government scientist. Luthor still
retains an intellect as massive as
his ego, his obsession of destroy-
ing Superman only slightly justi-
fied that it was assigned to him as
a high-priority objective. Lois
Lane remains lustful as ever for the
Russian superhero, and Jimmy
Olsen, despite his role as a secret
service agent, remains as easily
amazed as ever. The retooling of
Superman inevitably led to retool-
ing the origins of and roles of var-
ious DC heroes. I won’t give away
much, but the recreation of
Batman in particular steals the
show.
Ultimately, what makes Red Son

triumph as an original alternate
universe story is not just the explo-
ration of a darker side of
Superman’s desire to protect, but
its creation of an entirely new post-
war world. Unlike alternate uni-
verse Cold War fiction like
Watchmen, instead of simply jux-
taposing Superman and comrades
alongside real-world events like
the Vietnam war or Afghanistan
invasion to give the story frame-
work, Red Son takes full advantage
of its DC catalog of superheroes to
create a very different comic book-
ish world that still retains the
Orwellian atmosphere of Soviet
Russia and the freedom-lovin’
U.S.A. needed to make the setting
work. The irony of my written
comparison aside, Red Son deftly
avoids any chances of being com-
pared to Watchmen.
As a non-Superman fan, I highly

recommend reading Superman:
Red Son. The complete revamping
of the Superman mythos makes it
easy and accessible enough for any
casual reader to get into, but the
fantastic approach taken to this
rather simple premise is reason
enough to head down to your local
comic book store and fork over a
twenty for a paperback of this
comic.

Reading Between The Lines
explores books that you may have
missed out on that are worth your
while. If you have a book to sug-
gest, email Eshaan at
e_gupta@fanshaweonline.ca.

READING BETWEEN
THE LINES
ESHAAN GUPTA
e_gupta@fanshaweonline.ca

It’s a bird, it’s a plane, it’s...



The Hyland Cinemas theatre
(240 Wharncliffe Rd. S.), on the
border of Old South, is one of
London’s greatest underappreciat-
ed features. In a city that is rapidly
losing any and all historical charm
that it once used to carry, there are
very few spots left that are “old
school,” “vintage” or otherwise
“back in my day.” There’s the old
city hall, of course, the Covent
Garden Market, Eldon House, and
a handful of other gems to be
found, and I have to say that the
Hyland Cinemas are at the top of
that list – at least for me.
It’s an old school theatre in

every way possible. The seats are
all on the floor, slightly tilted, but
still flat enough that you hope you
don’t end up sitting behind anyone
too tall; there is a curtain that parts
across the screen when the movie
is about to begin; and the conces-
sion stand serves only popcorn,
candy and soda.
There is also something nostal-

gic about the type of movies that
play at Hyland; they’re not the
mainstream movies you’ll find at
all the Cineplexes or Empires, but
rather the independent, off the
beaten path, underground flicks
that are made with love and pas-
sion, rather than millions of dollars
of studio funds.
So, without further ado, I will be

bringing you a sneak peek inside of
the Hyland every week, starting
with an insightful little documen-
tary that showed recently at
Hyland and can be found on Blu-
ray and DVD called Room 237.
Every once in a while, a movie

will come along that sprouts all
kinds of wild conspiracy theories
about “what it really means.”
Stanley Kubrick’s The Shining is

one of them. Evidently, this spine-
chilling thriller, based on the even
more terrifying novel of the same
name by Stephen King, is not real-
ly about a man in a haunted hotel
who goes crazy, but rather it is
about any number of macabre
atrocities, depending on who you
ask.
Rodney Ascher, they director of

Room 237, asks that question and
receives a variety of disturbing
responses. Some people claim that
The Shining is really about The
Holocaust, while others think at its
roots the film is about the mas-
sacres of Native Americans during
the Colonial days of America.
Others still think that the movie is
referencing the Apollo 11 moon
landing.
And what does Ascher think? In

Room 237, the man behind the
camera stays quiet about his own
opinions on the flick, something
that any good documentary direc-
tor should do. He instead lets the
fans, or should we call them con-
spiracy theorists, tell their stories
and share their thoughts on the
matter. Though they make no
appearances in the film, these the-
orists can be heard explaining what
they think, while clips from The
Shining are played on screen.
To his credit, Ascher does not

promote any one theory over
another, instead giving them each
their own time on screen to make
their case. By the film’s end, the
director does not try to make up
your mind for you, or tell you
which theory you ought to believe.
That part he leaves up to you.
All in all, Room 237 is a really

well-rounded documentary. It was
received well by the critics at both
Cannes and Sundance, and for
good reason. Room 237 is one of
those movies that doesn’t really
tell you what to think, it just gives
you the options, makes a case for
each, and then leaves you to your
own devices to figure it out for
yourself.
I highly recommend anyone who

is a fan of The Shining, or just a
good old documentary lover, check
this one out!

INDIES WITH ALLIE
ALISON MCGEE
alison87@hotmail.ca

The hidden messages in Room 237
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Video game music has come a
long way since the simplistic
bleeps and bloops of the Atari.
Some of the best modern music
can be found in video games. With
Civilization IV winning a Grammy
for its soundtrack, video game
music is clearly being given the
mainstream attention it deserves.
For your consideration, here are
some games with highly underrat-
ed soundtracks

Galactic Pinball (Virtual Boy)
“Seriously, a Virtual Boy

game?” you ask, or, alternatively,
“What the hell is a Virtual Boy?”
Yes, listing a game from
Nintendo’s DOA console seems
pretty odd, but trust me when I say
that Galactic Pinball’s soundtrack
complements its space setting and
makes for a lighthearted and pleas-
ant listen (until you have to draw
your head away from the Virtual
Boy due to the inevitable eyestrain
that sets in).

Cyber Speedway (Sega Saturn)

Cyber Speedway is a decently
fun racing game set in a far future
where intergalactic high-stakes fly-
ing-sled combat racing between
various creatures of the cosmos are
the norm. With the sci-fi nature of
the game, one would expect the
soundtrack to either be some kind
of spacey-sounding synth or
maybe an orchestral score, but are
instead treated to a mix of rocka-
billy and ’90s grunge rock by the
(woefully forgotten) Bygone Dogs.
And you know what? It works. It

just does. You won’t find a sci-fi
game with music so grounded in
reality, much less it serving its pur-
pose as well as this game’s. If you
own the game disc, you can also
put it in a CD player and work it
like a regular audio CD, or even rip
it onto your computer. Or maybe
just listen to YouTube. It’s worth
your time.

The Hitman Series (PC, PS2,
XBOX, PS3, Xbox 360)
Sigh... yet another series that got

the “we want every drooling idiot
to buy our game so let’s dumb it
down” axe to the skull. Current cir-
cumstances thankfully cannot
change past victories, because the
four Hitman games before Hitman:
Absolution featured some great

music by composer Jesper Kyd. A
mix of orchestral sweetness and
sweat-inducing electronic beats,
much like Splinter Cell, the music
set the mood with its awareness of
the player’s actions.

Panzer Dragoon (Sega Saturn,
PC)
The first thing that will draw

your attention to this game’s music
is the amazing orchestral movie-
like quality of it. It really is some-
thing else for a game from 1996.
With the linear, on-rails nature of
the game, the music appropriates
itself for the mood with little effort.
Like Cyber Speedway, you can

pop the disc in a CD player for
some musical bliss.

R-Type (Sega Master System)
This game features some of the

best chiptune music you’ll ever
hear. Despite it being a series of
programmed beeps, there is some-
thing quite epic about how the
music plays you, a lone starship
fighting an alien menace, out. The
intense difficulty of the game
might make you chuck your
gamepad to the floor, but the music
will bring you back.
Tune in next week, when I pres-

ent four more video games with
soundtracks that were overlooked.

Video games with awesome sound-
tracks forgotten to history, Part 1

GAMING THE
SYSTEM
ESHAAN GUPTA
e_gupta@fanshaweonline.ca

Dear Nat,
I’m interested in this girl that

I’ve been friends with for a while.
We’re not BEST friends or any-
thing, but we know each other well
enough and we talk fairly often.
This is great and all, but I think
I’m currently stuck in the dreaded
friendzone. (Womp, womp.) Is
there any hope of escaping?
Stuck
Dear Stuck,
Ah, the dreaded friendzone – it

happens to the best of us. Although
getting out of it can sometimes be
tricky, it’s not completely impossi-
ble, but you’ve got to be willing to
put yourself out there in order to
escape. Lucky for you, it sounds
like you’re willing to take on the
challenge, so here’s my advice:
1. Stop acting like her friend! If

you’re really interested in making
this happen and not just fooling
around, then let her know. Now,
I’m not saying you should go full-
out Casanova, but playing things
“casually intimate” wouldn’t hurt.
Begin by inviting her out to a party
with some of her friends. Have
mutual friends? Even better –
she’ll be more inclined to drop by.
Not only will you start off by cre-
ating a non-threatening environ-
ment for her to socialize in, you’ll
also get that time to get to know
her better and vice-versa.
2. BE FUN! Anyone can throw

together a movie or dinner date,

but what will set you apart is
showing her that you’re unique.
Someone once told me that fun is
directly connected to arousal,
which is totally believable. If
you’re exciting, she’ll be enticed to
stick around. (Haunted ghost walk,
anyone?)
3. Show initiative, but don’t be

her crutch! If she’s the type to tell
you about all her relationship and
crush problems, get her to cap it.
Turn a deaf ear and distance your-
self for a while. Doing this will get
her to notice what she’s missing
when you’re gone and hopefully
put things in perspective.
4. Flaunt your confidence and

positivity! Nothing’s sexier than
someone who’s happy and com-
fortable in their own skin. These
two factors together create a pow-
erful magnetic affect that will def-
initely turn heads and make you
memorable. So go ahead, be her
silver lining.
5. And finally, keep busy! No

one likes a couch potato, so get up
and keep active. Whether it’s hit-
ting the gym, socializing with
friends, or volunteering some-
where, make sure you’re not
always at her beck and call. If
she’s worth it, be prepared to prove
yourself. Plus, the busier you are,
the more meaningful it’ll be to
when you make time for her.
So there you have it: five simple

steps to get noticed. Good luck!
If you’ve got a query for

Quinlan, shoot her an email at
chatwithnat.fsu@gmail.com. All
published questions will be entered
into monthly random draws to win
a $10 FSU coupon for Oasis and
Out Back Shack.

CHAT WITH NAT
NATALIE QUINLAN
chatwithnat.fsu@gmail.com

Making the move
from friends to
more than friends
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Students in Graphic Design,
Journalism, Radio Broadcasting,
General Arts and First Nations
Studies programs, listen up: you
don’t want to miss a special guest
appearance by activist, producer,
radio host, and graphic novelist Brian
Wright-McLeod on September 26.
The Fanshawe College Letters and

Arts Society Reading Series presents
Wright-McLeod, who will be speak-
ing about his work as a graphic nov-
elist and about his long career in
music. He is the author of The
Encyclopedia of Native Music and
executive producer of the three-CD
companion box set The Soundtrack
of a People.

With diplomas in journalism and
graphic design, Wright-McLeod
began working as a music journalist
in 1979. His extensive radio career
began in 1984, and he has worked for
CKLN, Sirius Satellite Radio, and
CBC Radio in Toronto and BBC
Radio in London, England. He has
also served as Chair for the
Aboriginal Music Category for the
Juno Awards (Canadian Academy of
Recording Arts and Sciences) and
helped to establish the Native
Grammy Category for the National
Academy of Recording Arts and
Sciences in 2000.
This event is open to the public

and the Fanshawe College communi-
ty. Don’t miss Wright-McLeod at 2
p.m. in D1060.

HANNAH LECTER
INTERROBANG

Author brings graphic design
and music knowledge to campus

Riddick (2013)

That is of course, if you can
count “being Vin Diesel-y” as a
skill. Diesel is turning into one of
those actors who we have seen all
too often in Hollywood’s past;
Humphrey Bogart (though admit-
tedly the man who brings to life
one of my all-time favourite char-
acters) never really acted, he just
was Humphrey Bogart in different
settings. The same can be said for
William Shatner, Jason Statham
and numerous others. Now, I’m
fairly confident that we can just go
ahead and add Vin Diesel to that
list too.
So, now to get to the point:

watching Vin Diesel be Vin Diesel
in Riddick.
If you think back to a few years

ago, you’ll remember that you’ve
seen the character of Riddick
before, twice in fact. This year’s
Riddick is the third in the series,
and Pitch Black and The
Chronicles of Riddick are this
flick’s predecessors. This time
around, Riddick finds himself in
the middle of an assassination
attempt, which he obviously fends
off with that extra little bit of
badass flair, and stranded on an
alien planet. But injuries be
damned, Riddick is on a mission to
survive the endless attacks on him
in order to find Furya, which is
what he’s been looking for all
along.

With his ever-present scowl, his
crusty exterior and all-around
angry attitude, Vin Diesel is actu-
ally the best person for the job of
bringing Riddick to life. As not
only a warrior, but an Alpha at
that, the character of Riddick
demands the sort of brick wall of a
man that Vin Diesel admittedly is.
Not much happens in the way of
character development, or Oscar-
worthy acting skills on screen here,
but you do get to sit and watch
Diesel kick a lot of ass, which is
really what you’re looking for in a
move like this.
Not that he couldn’t carry it all

on his own unbelievably broad
shoulders, but Vin Diesel is not in
fact the only actor cast in Riddick.
Santana and Boss Johns play nice-
ly off of Diesel’s Riddick, as a
bounty hunter sent to kill Riddick
and an altogether unwelcome mer-
cenary respectively. Jordi Molla
steps into the role of Santata and
brings to it all his experience of
badassery. Molla had done his fair
share of action flicks before,
including Columbiana, and it defi-
nitely shows. Matt Nable makes
his appearance as Boss Johns, and
though he may be less well known
in the world of action flicks, it has
no bearing on his ability to get on
screen and kick some serious ass.
All in all, this is the type of flick

that you have to appreciate for
what it is. It’s a lot of action, not a
whole lot of substance, and that’s
exactly what it’s supposed to be. If
you go in looking for something
deep and thought provoking, then
you’ll probably not going to have a
lot of fun at the theater. However,
if you want an awesome, ass-kick-
ing good time, or if you’re just a
really big fan of the other movies
in the Riddick series, then definite-
ly check this one out!

REEL VIEWS
ALISON MCGEE
alison87@hotmail.ca

Vin Diesel shows off his
skills in Riddick

A toxic environment

The Toxic Avenger
(1984)

It is Environmental Awareness
Week on campus, the time when
we turn the spotlight on Mother
Nature. Sadly, an alarming per-
centage of the population would
rather simply drop their coffee
cups and candy bar wrappers on
the ground than walk a block fur-
ther to dump them in a garbage
can. However, more and more peo-
ple are getting the message.
Twenty years ago, the only time

you ever saw a blue box was when
someone drew some inappropriate
sketches of Smurfette. Now it
seems everyone is using them to
recycle. Hollywood bigwigs are
spreading the word as well. Films
such as 2012, The Day After
Tomorrow and The Lone Ranger
show just how easy it is for a dis-
aster to occur. There is only one
film, however, that can truly claim
to be a frontrunner when it comes
to broadcasting the message of
environmental responsibility out to
the masses. Way back in 1984, The
Toxic Avenger burst onto the scene
and cleaned up at the box office.

The Toxic Avenger tells the tale
of a man named Melvin, who by
name alone you can tell is a nerd.

Apologies to anyone who has that
name, but you never hear about
Mila Kunis or Katy Perry making a
sex tape with some dude named
Melvin. Poor Melvin is bullied to
no end by the members of the
Tromaville Health Club, where he
works as a janitor. At one point
they even force him to wear a pink
tutu and make out with a sheep.
Things go from baa-d to worse
when Melvin falls into a vat of
toxic chemicals as he tries to
escape from the bullies.
Motion pictures have taught me

that when people fall into a barrel
of toxic materials, they generally
turn into superheroes or supervil-
lains. In some rare cases, they die.
But usually it is one of the other
two options. In this case, Melvin
goes from zero to hero. Hideously
scarred, Melvin cannot return
home, and instead sets up resi-
dence at a junkyard. After a period
of feeling sorry for himself, he
decides to once again pick up his
janitor’s mop, and clean up the
city’s crime. And boy, does this
city have a lot of that.
Nasty characters with monikers

such as Cigar Face, Knuckles and
Nipples terrorize the residents of
Tromaville, running over children
in the street like it was a sport.
Melvin, or the Toxic Avenger as he
soon becomes known, takes out the
trash in a ridiculously violent man-
ner. Spiderman, Superman,
Batman and their ilk would not
have the stomach to perform some
of the deeds that The Toxic
Avenger does in the name of jus-
tice. Like crushing a drug dealer’s
face with a weight-lifting machine.

Like ramming a milkshake stirrer
into another two-bit con’s throat.
And last, but not least, ripping out
the intestines of the town’s
crooked mayor. The scene alone
would be enough to steer even the
shadiest politicians to walk the
line.
I know what you are thinking.

“This sounds like a very gruesome
film, maybe it should be turned
into a children’s television show.”
Well, by golly, somebody already
had that idea! In 1990, Toxic
Crusaders hit the airwaves,
delighting youngsters, and hope-
fully leading to their discovery of
the film. A Nintendo
Entertainment System game based
on the characters was developed,
and a live musical was also pro-
duced. Plus there were three
sequels. The characters who inhab-
it Tromaville will get their biggest
spotlight in a few years when a
remake is released, starring none
other than Arnold Schwarzenegger.
I’m all for this film being recycled.

The Toxic Avenger is a brilliant
film that not only entertains, but it
truly makes you think. Topics such
as bullying, political corruption
and our impact on the environment
are handled in such a classy way,
especially the scene where the
Toxic Avenger kills an elderly
female dwarf by throwing her into
a washing machine. It’s okay, she
was a slave trader. My feelings
about this film can be summarized
by these lyrics from the great
Britney Spears: “You’re toxic I’m
slipping under/With a taste of a
poison paradise/I’m addicted to
you.”

Cinema Connoisseur
ALLEN GAYNOR
www.cinemaconn.com

CREDIT: ONE RACE PRODUCTIONS

Vin Diesel stars in Riddick.
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laura.billson@gmail.com

Not that she hasn’t already watched  the entire series 5 times . . .

Yay! Finally �nished all of Star 
Trek TNG on InterFlix!

I wonder what it’ll recommend 
I watch based on it . . .

My Little Pony?!?

Bus Stop

Nerds

www.fsu.ca
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LIFESTYLES
Across
1. Omits part of a series
6. Rural tower
10. Old type of telephone
14. Doctrine
15. Frog
16. One of the Great Lakes
17. Asian country
18. Continuous
20. Kangaroo (informal)
21. Cincinnati ball team
23. Italian sauce
24. Ailments
25. Former world superpower
27. Lyric poems
30. Force with which a body

moves
33. Useful quality or item
34. Pulpits
35. Baby louse
37. Imposture
38. Coronary organ
39. Tropical aroid plant
40. Tibetan ox
41. Belief
42. Made a mistake
43. Cruciferous plants
45. Principal city of Arctic

Norway
46. Snake sound
47. Provide a chair for
48. Take food to
51. Shoshone aboriginals
52. Japanese sash
55. That which would be improper

to mention
58. Irritated
60. Lion’s sound
61. Siberian river
62. Scandinavian language
63. Sailors (informal)
64. Highest point
65. Annoying insects
Down
1. Mix
2. Game of chance resembling

bingo
3. Aboriginal North American

(combo. form)
4. Canadian province (abbr.)

5. Promising young actor
6. Tire projections to improve

traction
7. Atoms that have lost one or

more electrons
8. Varnish ingredient
9. Lyric poem
10. Abandon
11. Part of the eye
12. “___ ain’t a word”
13. Brand name of child's building

blocks
19. Church recesses
22. Elevated trains
24. 'The same' in a bibliography
25. Center of a sunspot
26. Small stain
27. Like this puzzle?
28. Expression of contempt
29. Port in central Japan
30. Prayer leaders in a mosque
31. Take weapons away from
32. Fathers

34. Auspices
36. Fuss
38. Male ferrets
39. Run with short strides
41. Milk store
42. Rubbing out
44. Scissors-like instrument
45. Golf ball holder
47. Thick slice of meat
48. Rudely brief
49. Water buffalo
50. Formerly title of Russian

emperors
51. Forearm bone
52. Gumbo
53. Highest quality
54. 15th of March on Roman cal-

endar
56. Jungfrau, for one
57. Honey source
59. Masculine nickname

Solution on page 22

1.The ashes of the average cre-
mated person weigh nine pounds.
2. The L.L. in L.L. Bean stands

for Leon Leonwood.
3. Stilts were invented by French

shepherds who needed a way to get
around in wet marsh-
es.
4. SONY was

originally called
Totsuken.
5. Seaweed can grow

up to 12 inches per day.
6. Recycling one glass jar,

saves enough energy to watch T.V
for three hours.
7. Pollen never deteriorates. It is

one of the few natural substances
that lasts indefinitely.
8. Pollen can travel up to 500

miles in a day.
9. On average, 100 people choke

to death on ballpoint pens every
year.
10. Oak trees can live 200 or

more years.
11. No piece of square dry paper

can be folded more than seven
times in half.
12. Ninety-nine per cent of

pumpkins sold in the United States
are for the sole purpose of decora-
tion.
13. Most lipstick contains fish

scales.
14. More than 6,000 people with

pillow-related injuries check into
U.S. emergency rooms every year.
15. More than 10 per cent of the

world’s salt is used to de-ice
American roads.
16. More Americans have died

in car accidents than have died in
all the wars ever fought by the
United States.
17. Linen can absorb up to 20

times its weight in moisture before
it feels damp.
18. Less than three per cent of

the water produced at a large
municipal water treatment plant is
used for drinking purposes.
19. It takes the same amount of

time to age a cigar as wine.
20. It takes 492 seconds for sun-

light to reach the Earth.
21. It is estimated that millions

of trees in the world are accidental-
ly planted by squirrels who bury
nuts and then forget where they hid
them.
22. In Tokyo, a bicycle is faster

than a car for most trips of less
than 50 minutes.
23. If the population of China

walked past you in single file, the
line would never end because of
the rate of reproduction.

Aries (March 21 - April 19)
Understanding is only the first

step toward solution. Aries wants
to be crisis manager and detective,
but may be as powerless as anyone
else. This ensemble does best
when no one tries to go solo.

Taurus (April 20 - May 20)
Trust in your coworkers, your

neighbours and in humankind in
general. Everyone is marching
together, although it feels more
freestyle than lockstep. It’s
refreshing to get back to the begin-
ning of a circular event.

Gemini (May 21 - June 20)
Gemini is feeling vulnerable.

There may be a germ of truth in
what your critics say. If you’re out
of your depth or in the wrong field,
move back into familiar territory
and speak of what you know, for
the time being.

Cancer (June 21 - July 22)
Cancer’s surging energy is set

free by the cosmos. You’re con-
nected to remote regions of the
heart and the Universe in ways that
you can finally explain. You feel
both adventurous and secure.

Leo (July 23 - August 22)
Your temper may be short, but

your wit is quick. If you feel a con-
frontation coming on, your best
move would be escape. Use your
energy in new and positive ways -
the results will make you smile.

Virgo (August 23 - Sept. 22)
Dive into the changes that come

rushing your way this week.
Curious swimmers keep their eyes
open underwater. Let the prevail-
ing currents and winds determine
when you’ve seen enough.

Libra (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22)
You know bad from worse, but

you can’t stop the influence of
either. Believing that this is all a
bad dream might help, but sooner
or later you’ll have to wake up and
take action. Trust that you’ll find a
solution.

Scorpio (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21)
Roll up your sleeves, and sink

your teeth into this one. The cos-
mos brings you the kind of project
that you crave. It’s an honour, a
privilege and an absolute joy that
you have such a fine performance
opportunity.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21)
Artificial restrictions test your

skills and imagination. By econo-
mizing, you develop a greater
appreciation of how to use the
limitless resources that will soon
be at your disposal.

Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19)
Expand your list of contacts.

Talk about money while assuming
that others are good for it.
Capricorn relaxes their grip just to
see what will happen. This time,
your trust might pay off.

Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18)
Aquarius is quiet about what’s

really on their mind. There’s no
need to release your secrets as long
as they sit comfortably. For those
watching closely, your behaviour
and gestures will tell the tale.

Pisces (Feb. 18 - March 20)
Unexplainable forces come to

your aid in a bright, positive way.
There’s no reason to be afraid of
something just because it’s
strange. Pisces enters a world of
wonder and convenience that sits
ready for their use.

Fill in the grid so that every row, every column and every 3x3 grid con-
tains the digits 1 through 9. That means no number is repeated in any col-
umn, row or box. Solution can be found on page 22.

Sudoku Puzzle

puzzle rating: medium
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SEPT. 16 2013
THE CAMPUS DOCTOR’S OFFICE IS 
SC1001. THE OFFICE IS OPEN MONDAY 
THROUGH FRIDAY, 8AM – 5PM.

PRIZES SPONSORED BY CHARTWELLS

Word Search

Environmental terms
(Words in parentheses not in puzzle)

Acid rain
Biomass
Compost
Ecosystem
Flora

Habitat
Landfill
Mulch
Ozone
Pollution

Recycling
Reuse
Smog
Trash
Wetland

C
L
S
H
C
O
M
P
O
S
T
K
L
E
A

S N M E T S Y S O C E I T S
F Q B D O O W G V D K U W S
T L A N D F I L L A N H E A
E P O L L U T I O N R N V M
A A S R U G N O A I O E S O
T G A I A N I W T Z N N Y I
G N R R P S E T R I R O C B
Y O W E R I A W A N Y Z A E
A L M D U T N S S L A O M H
N I O S I I D E H M U L C H
K A C B V T B E A N A G R F
W P A R E C Y C L I N G E I
B H R A P O S E R K N Z U B
S D V I D N A L T E W E S E
C I D R A I N S E H C F E R
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Got a question, concern, or 
comment about college policies?

ph: 519-452-4458
fx: 519-451-8831
bog.student@fanshawec.ca

Clayton Greene
Student Representative to 

the Board of  Governors

THE TONIGHT SHOW
with Jay Leno

For the first time an Indian-
American has won Miss America. A
24-year-old named Nina Davuluri
won by answering a question no one
else could possibly answer: “What is
the name of last year’s Miss
America?”

Mercedes has unveiled a self-driv-
ing car. The car drives itself. I’m
begging every member of Lindsay
Lohan’s family to get one of these.

In Canada, a man was attacked by
a polar bear and he scared it off with
his cellphone. Apparently the bear
got frightened when he saw the two-
year contract.

According to a new
Harris Poll, America’s
favourite age is 50. Do you
know what NBC's least
favorite age is? — 63.

BEST IN LATE NIGHT
COMIC RELIEF

CONAN
with Conan O’Brien

There’s a new exercise trend out
there. It's people using twerking to
get fit. In just six weeks you can lose
10 pounds and your dignity.

A new study found that toddlers
who talk early tend to develop a
drinking problem later on in life.
Another warning sign is if the kid
asks for his milk on the rocks.

Vladimir Putin wrote that
America should not view itself as
exceptional. I disagree. Hey, Russia,
we invented jazz and the elevators it
plays in. We’re the geographic sweet
spot between frostbite and behead-
ings. Our roulette is way better than
your roulette. And when
you rearrange the letters in
“Russia” — you get
“USA, Sir!”

LATE NIGHT
with Jimmy Fallon

Officials in Washington, D.C.,
have proposed a 24-hour waiting
period before people can get tattoos.
Or as people who want tattoos put it,
“You mean we gotta stay drunk for
24 hours?”

Saturday night was the big fight in
Las Vegas between Floyd
Mayweather and Canelo Alvarez.
Justin Bieber and Lil Wayne actually
walked Floyd Mayweather to the ring.
It really psyched out Alvarez. When he
saw the three of them together he was
like, “I don’t know who to hit first.”

Russia apparently has asked Cher
to perform at next year’s
Winter Olympics. Because
if there’s one thing that’ll
keep gay people out of your
country, it’s holding a free
Cher concert.

THE LATE LATE SHOW
with Craig Ferguson
We have a new Miss America.

Nina Davuluri is the first Miss
America of Indian-American her-
itage. A lot of people say having an
Indian-American as Miss America is
a sign of progress. I think it is. We
should pat ourselves on the back for
objectifying women without regard
to ethnicity.

The big controversy in the pageant
this year was that Miss Kansas had
tattoos. Miss America’s main com-
petitor is the Miss USA Pageant,
which is run by Donald Trump.
Trump said tattoos made Miss
Kansas look silly. Then he
stuck his head into a cotton
candy machine to whip up a
fresh batch of hair.

THE LATE SHOW
with David Letterman
Dr. Phil is on the program tonight.

You’ve got to hand it to Dr. Phil. He
is a smart guy. He turned a phony
medical degree into a media empire.

In the last 20 years the ambient
temperature of the planet Earth has
increased two degrees. That’s two
more degrees than Dr. Phil has.

The Miss America Pageant is
coming back on Sunday night from
Atlantic City. They’re modernizing
the pageant. They’re changing the
name of it to America's Got
Implants.

Being Miss America is like being a
George Clooney girlfriend.
You only get to serve for one
year. And Miss Florida, what
a beautiful young woman.
Her talent is swimming
over from Cuba.

JIMMY KIMMEL LIVE
with Jimmy Kimmel
Dancing With the Stars returned

for a 17th season. Paula Dean was
rumoured to be one of the stars they
tried to get to dance. Over the week-
end, Paula made her first public
appearance since she went into hid-
ing. I knew eventually she would
have to come out for butter.

Paula Dean held a cooking
demonstration. Some fans paid $400
a ticket. Who pays $400 to watch a
woman cook?

Paula told the crowd that the
racism controversy taught her a lot
about herself and her business. She
promised that from now
on the only N-word she
will use is “nutmeg.”

Often critical to a candidate’s
success in today’s employment
market is a well-written resume
and cover letter. So, to ensure that
the advice given to students and
graduates is as current as possible,
a resume and cover letter question-
naire was sent in July 2011 to
approximately 300 employers.
Employers were asked to respond
to a variety of questions geared
specifically to the content of
resumes and covering letters.
Responses were received from 95
employers and they represent a
broad range of business and indus-
try. Responses and comments are
as follows:
RESUMES
Should resumes be two pages

in length?
Eighty per cent of employers

prefer a two-page resume. Many
employers commented that any
longer than two pages and your
resume may not be read. For each
job you apply to, make sure you
tailor your resume to that job by
including your relevant education,
skills and work experience.
Should a resume follow a

chronological format?
Nearly all (98 per cent) employ-

ers prefer a reverse chronological
format. List your most recent edu-
cation and experience first as the
most recent information tends to
be the most relevant and it also
makes your resume easier to fol-
low. Be sure to include the specif-
ic time frame for each experience;
don’t just list “2010- 2011”,
include the months, such as “May
2010 – June 2011”.
Include career objectives?
Eighty per cent of the respon-

dents indicated a preference for
career objectives in some manner.
Often the career objective is the
first thing an employer reads, so
make sure it relates to the position
applied to. State what skills you
bring to the job and what you can
do for the employer, not just what
you want in a position with them.
Should skills be included?
Ninety-four per cent of employ-

ers responded in favour of candi-

dates identifying skills on their
resume. Many stressed the impor-
tance of listing skills that are
known to be a requirement for the
position applied to. List specific
examples of where and how you
acquired your skills. Remember,
transferable skills are often subjec-
tive, so back them up in terms of
work, school or volunteer experi-
ence. Include a ‘Summary’ or
‘Highlights’ section on the top of
your resume to provide the reader
with a snapshot of your related
skills, education and achieve-
ments. For each position you apply
to, make sure you review your
skills list and refine it to match the
requirements for each job.
Include interests, extracurric-

ular activities or community
involvement?

More than three-quarters (77 per
cent) responded in favour of
including interests and activities
with many comments indicating
the need to be brief. This section
often provides information not
apparent from your work history
and amplifies character traits such
as initiative, team and leadership
skills and may demonstrate to an
employer how committed you are
to achieving goals. Volunteer posi-
tions and career-related interests or
activities seem to be of most inter-
est to employers.
Include references?
More than half (60 per cent) of

employers advised NOT to include
references when applying for a job.
Fewer and fewer employers are
checking references prior to an
interview. Generally, references
are pursued only if a candidate
shows promise during the inter-
view and if the employer is consid-
ering an offer of employment. As a
courtesy to the employer, simply
state that “references are available
upon request.”

If you are invited to an inter-
view, you are expected to provide
complete reference information
(names, company information and
current phone numbers) and make
sure to advise your references that
they will be contacted. Work- or
school-related references are pre-
ferred, so reconsider listing your
neighbor next door or other per-
sonal references.
General comments on

resumes:
Quite clearly the message from

employers is that they expect job
seekers to itemize their relevant
skills and abilities and to target
their resumes specifically for each
job applied to. Many employers
emphasized that candidates need to
pay attention to detail, as too many
resumes are received with
spelling/grammatical errors or
incorrect information on them.
Remember, your resume should be
neat, clear, concise and easy to
read in 30 seconds. Proof read
carefully as your resume and cover
letter are examples of your written
communication skills.
COVER LETTERS
Is a cover letter important in

the application process?
More than three-quarters (77 per

cent) of employers responded in
favour of candidates including a
cover letter. This is an opportunity
to provide additional information
on why you are right for the posi-
tion and how your experience and
education relates to the job you are
seeking.
General comments on the

cover letter:
Cover letters should be one page

in length and clearly identify what
position you are seeking.
Employers are looking for candi-
dates who give a little extra effort
so personally address your cover
letter and explain how your skills
and experience meet the require-
ments of the position. A good
cover letter should demonstrate
your professionalism and provide
insight into your language and
writing skills. Employers also look
for correct spelling and grammar
so pay attention to detail and proof
read carefully. And remember, one
typo is one too many.
Need assistance with your job

search or writing a resume and
covering letter? Drop by the
Career Services office in D1063.
The Career Services staff are
available to assist you on an indi-
vidual basis. Visit the office in
D1063 to arrange an appointment
with the consultant responsible for
your program or call 519-452-
4294. To access job listings for
Fanshawe students and graduates,
visit www.fanshaweonline.ca or
www.fanshawec.ca/careerservices.
Follow us on Facebook face-
book.com/FanshaweCS, Twitter
@FanshaweCS and Pinterest
pinterest.com/FanshaweCS.

What employers want: Their views
on resumes and cover letters

CAREER CORNER
Susan Coyne
Career Services
Consultant
Fanshawe Career Services

CREDIT: ERIKA FAUST

If you need a little help with your resume and cover letter, the friendly staff at Fanshawe’s Career Services
department are always available to help! Check them out in room D1063.
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The annual waiting game for Knights
In last week’s column, I told you

how great a roster the London
Knights are projecting for the
2013/14 season. But for a team that
sent 17 players to various NHL
camps, there’s always a thought
that plays at the back of everyone’s
mind: “What if a player doesn’t
return?”
In theory, most players who do

make it to NHL camps from the
OHL do return, but the London
Knights have been forced to
change their game plan in seasons
past. Remember Sam Gagner back
in 2007 or Michael Del Zotto in
2009? Both players were expected
to report back to London the fol-
lowing season.
They never did.
Gagner made the Edmonton

Oilers roster while Del Zotto was
solid on the New York Rangers
blueline in his rookie season.
If one or more of the Knights are

able to break into an NHL lineup
full-time, general manager Mark
Hunter will have some big deci-
sions to make. But if all the players
return, London could become the
first team since the 1980
Peterborough Petes to win three
straight J. Ross Robertson Cups as
OHL champions.
“Most of them will be back, but

you never know how these young
men will play,” said Hunter. “I
don’t know how the Pittsburgh,
Phoenix, Vancouver organizations
are thinking but I don’t worry
about those variables because they
are out of my hands.”

Bo Horvat (Vancouver), Max
Domi (Phoenix), Olli Maatta
(Pittsburgh) and Alex Broadhurst
(Chicago) are the major question
marks for this season. And while
their respective NHL clubs are
fully aware that the Memorial Cup
is in London this season, every
franchise takes their own time to
make decisions.
For instance, the Dallas Stars

sent back Remi Elie ahead of train-
ing camp. Dakota Mermis, who
was part of the Columbus Blue
Jackets’ rookie tournament, was
the first defenceman to return.
“I don’t want to hurt my kids’

chances if they have a chance to
play there [in the NHL],” Hunter
added. “I do not call [NHL teams
to find out about players]. To me,
it’s not right. That’s my personal
opinion. There’s no way I call.”
Take London’s penultimate pre-

season game from September 13,
the Knights were able to dress only
14 skaters and two goalies, most of
them unknown to the fans. Out of
those 16 players, just four had pre-
vious OHL experience – goalie
Jake Patterson and forwards Remi
Elie, Jacob Jammes and Owen
Macdonald.
The result was predictable, a 6-3

victory for Plymouth. But even
then, London was able to fight
back to within two goals; indeed a
good sign of things to come in the
future.
Since that game, a number of

players from last season have
returned to London – Matt Rupert,
Miles Liberati, and goalie Anthony
Stolarz to name a few. The biggest

question mark however will
revolve around Bo Horvat. The
Rodney, Ontario native was draft-
ed ninth overall, after the Canucks
traded goalie Cory Scheinder for
the pick and is the most likely play-
er to make an NHL roster this sea-
son.
Domi, in my mind, comes a

close second.
And while the OHL season got

underway September 19, the com-
parisons to the famous 2004/05
roster that won it all have been cir-
culating for months. That team

famously went 31 games unbeaten
to start the season, a 29-0-2 record,
two games ending in a tie, as the
rules allowed for back then. Last
season’s team won 24 straight
games, and much of that side
returns for this season.
The Saint John Sea Dogs went

through a similar situation before
the 2011/12 Quebec Major Junior
season. The won the 2011
Memorial Cup and sent a number
of players to NHL training camps
and struggled to put a team on the
ice for the first few weeks of the

season.
In the end, everything fell into

place and the Sea Dogs defended
the QMJHL title and returned for
the 2012 Memorial Cup in
Shawinigan.
There’s no doubting that the

London Knights will deliver their
promises this season. They’ve got
the tools to do so and they’ve got
the desire to make up for back to
back Memorial Cup disappoint-
ments.
But for now, they’re playing the

waiting game.

VICTOR KAISAR
INTERROBANG

How I became a man by getting steamy with hot yoga
Ever since I moved to London,

I’ve heard a lot about hot yoga. It
seems at least once a week, I hear
someone talking about going to a
class and how great it was. I was
pretty curious to see what all the
buzz was about, so I headed down
to a local studio to give it a try.
To give you a little background

information, I grew up in a small
town in Northern Ontario. Up in
the Great White North, things
move a little slower, and we don’t
have anything remotely close to
hot yoga – damn, we didn’t even
get a Walmart until five years ago.
Growing up in a small country

town, there are rules a man must
follow to stay alive. Living there
means you’re constantly making
choices to avoid being called a
wuss by your buddies. If I were to
mention to any of my friends that I
was going to a yoga class, I would
get berated so hard my grandchil-
dren’s grandchildren would still be
called “sissy little yoga bitches.”
I ventured down to the yoga stu-

dio, which was located at the cor-
ner of Crack Head Alley and Hobo
Stab Boulevard. The building
looked like a meat packing plant or
somewhere the mafia comes to
take out snitches. Before making
Scooby Doo-esque escape, I
reminded myself I was a reporter,
damn it, and so I headed inside.
I took off my shoes and headed

to the front counter where the
receptionist asked if I’d ever been
there before, and as she got a good
look at me, she already knew the
answer. I was wearing a cutoff

New England Patriots t-shirt,
shorts I found at Value Village and
rocking a nine-day beard – I don’t
exactly look like the usual clientele
that come here to find inner peace.
She handed me a waiver to sign
that basically stated I couldn’t sue
the company if I passed out. I took
it as more of a challenge than a pre-
caution.
I entered the “hot room” and was

the only one there. It was a large
and open room with hardwood
floors and mirrors covering the
walls. My first impression was that
this place wasn’t even that hot. In
my mind when I thought of “hot
yoga,” I thought we were going to
be inside a steaming hot sauna; this
felt more like a sunny spring day.
I lay down my rented yoga mat

and bleach-stained beach towel to
start warming up. The only stretch-
es I knew were from high school
football practice; I did a few power
lunges and was ready to go. As
more people came into the room, I
could feel their eyes sizing me up
like I was an undercover cop trying
to dive into the dirty world of yoga.
Just call me Donny Brasco.
More and more people filed in

until the whole room was packed
tighter than a can of sardines. I was
surprised it was this busy for a
noon hour class – I had been hop-
ing it’d be smaller so I didn’t have
to make an ass out of myself in
front of a crowd. I was one of four
guys there, though I was the only
one not wearing a headband. The
main demographic of the class
appeared to be middle-aged
women in their matching $100
Lululemon yoga pants and tank

tops who recently had bitter
divorces and needed somewhere to
work off those appletinis before
getting back into the bar scene.
The instructor walked in and

introduced herself and I immedi-
ately tried to think of the word for
female douche. Douchette?
Ladydouche? She started describ-
ing in yoga terms what we were
going to do, but I could tell she was
talking out of her ass. It should be
illegal for any 24-year-old subur-
ban white girl to use the phrase
“Use your chakra to guide your
pranayama.” Seriously, where do
you go to become a yoga instruc-
tor? Is it one of those things you
take online or is there a weekend
course at Devry University?
The instructor turned on the

stereo to put on the classic yoga
music that has been passed down
from the great yoga masters: Snow
Patrol and John Mayer. Yes, when
the ancient Indians invented yoga
hundreds of years ago, they envi-
sioned that someday people would
be finding their inner peace to shit-
ty soft rock ballads. Don’t get me
wrong, “Chasing Cars” is a great
song, but I’m trying to exercise
here.
We started doing the Reverse

Downward Dog and Crane Plank
to Half-Moon Trifold, and I began
working up a sweat. These moves
may sound more like sex positions
than workout stretches, but I can
guarantee they are difficult – espe-
cially if you have no idea how to
do them.
I spent the entire class looking at

this girl beside me to find out just
what the hell I was supposed to do.

She was obviously a seasoned vet-
eran of the class and knew every
move before it came up. Thank
God she didn’t look back or I
would have looked like a creeping
panting dog just staring at her.
The thing about yoga is that it’s

all about rhythm and flow. If
you’re a newbie like me, you’ll
have a hard enough time standing
up straight and doing the poses
without adding inhaling and exhal-
ing into the mix. The instructor
kept telling the class to take it at
their own pace, but she only said
that when she was near me. I got a
little offended; I’m a man, I can do
whatever these menopausal
women can do.
Boy, was I wrong.
Whatever I said in the beginning

about the place not being hot was
bullcrap. At this point I was sweat-
ing more than Mike Tyson in a
spelling bee. The women were not
even breaking a sweat as I was
looking like a contestant in the first
couple episodes of The Biggest
Loser.
I now understood why they

made everyone sign waivers. We
were only 20 minutes in and I
wanted to quit. In a moment of
weakness, I was thinking, “Screw
it, I got the story, I’m going to
quit,” but I knew I couldn’t live
with myself if I gave up.
Everyone was in sync, doing the

moves with such fluidity. This was
difficult sometimes because we
were so cramped together and had
to stretch out. The guy behind me
only got kicked in the head twice
before he decided it was a good
time to move over.

Finally the instructor told us that
the session was over and we could
stay there and relax as long as we
wanted. This was my cue to get the
hell out of there. My legs might
have been shaking and my sweat
could have filled a pool, but I had
finished the class. I got dressed
quickly and was dismissed with a
“Namaste.” I think she was expect-
ing one back, but I don’t partici-
pate in weird cult rituals.
As much as I rag on yoga, I have

to say it was one of the toughest
workouts I’ve ever done. Let’s
remember, this was the beginner
class. I’m a 6’4, 180-pound guy. I
think I’m in pretty good shape, but
this yoga class kicked my ass.
Dainty blonde girls were showing
me up so hard I felt like I had to go
kill an animal or build a log cabin
afterward to regain my manhood.
I left the studio on a positive

note. I felt really refreshed and lim-
ber after a nice sweat like that, but
I want to warn any first-timers who
are interested: you are not going to
know what you’re doing. Don’t
worry; everyone’s too wrapped up
in their own journey to find the
inner light that they won’t even
notice you struggling. I would def-
initely go back again but with a
more open mind. With a bit of
practice, I could be the next star of
the class.
If not, I’ll just rent out a crack

house, crank the furnace, buy an
Alanis Morrisette album, throw on
a bath robe and teach my own
class.

CONNOR DUNSTER
INTERROBANG
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Bo Horvat, seen at the 2013 Memorial Cup, is one of the few players who could make the NHL this season.



About two years ago, a new
badge started showing up in Honda
showrooms, and it read HFP. It was
first found on the previous genera-
tion Accord coupe, and then also
found its way to the Civic. But
what are those three letters all
about?
HFP stands for Honda Factory

Performance and is a new line of
factory parts that helps make some
of their current cars a little extra
special.
Currently these bits and pieces,

which can be bought individually
as add-ons or as a package deal in
the drive-off-the-lot HFP models,
are more about styling and han-
dling rather than extra power.

I recently had a go in the latest
HFP offering, the 2013 Honda
Accord HFP Coupe, to see how it
compares to the standard Accord
Coupe, and also how it compares
with the previous model.
From a styling point of view, the

HFP package certainly looks a lot
more aggressive than the standard
coupe. It has new skirting front,
side and back, which gives the car a
lower stance, plus now there is a
rear deck lid spoiler to finish off the
aero look.
You also get shiny 19-inch alloy

wheels specific to the HFP, and
they wear Michelin Pilot Super
Sport tires (I personally prefer the
rims on the old Accord HFP), and
while you can’t exactly see it, you
also get revised performance sus-
pension.
Step inside, and the only thing

different are the HFP logos on the
red floor mats, which do remind
you of the original Honda/Acura

NSX. Like the regular Accord
model, the interior is well trimmed
and very well put together.
Mechanically, there is no

upgrade, so you still get a 3.5-litre
V6 motor that produces 278hp and
252lb-ft of torque.
Power is only sent to the front

wheels through via a six-speed
manual or a six-speed automatic
gearbox. My tester had the latter,
which is a fine unit, but this motor
is a lot more fun when you have it
with a manual gearbox to play with.
Thankfully the auto gearbox

does provide you with steering
wheel-mounted pedal shifters, so
you can have some redline fun,
which is recommended because
this motor really shines the harder
you push it.
While the motor is excellent and

allows you to have lots of fun, I
wish the handling of the car could
match. Yes, the HFP spec suspen-
sion mods do help a little in keep-
ing the body control in check, and
the Super Sport tires have tons of
grip, but still, this car does not
encourage you to seek out the best
twisty roads to go have some fun.
All in all, the 2013 Honda

Accord HFP coupe is a fine coupe
for someone looking for a nice
daily driver. It looks good, has lots
of equipment, and drives well. It is
even priced well, as this HFP
model is yours from just $38,290.
Given that in my week it also only

consumed 9.7 litres/100km of fuel,
it isn't expensive to run either. Is it
the most fun coupe you can buy for

this kind of money at the moment?
No, but it is satisfying enough for
most of us.

Football, soccer, whatever you
feel like calling it, when being con-
sidered by the average person, is
invariably related to one European
nation before all others: England.
There is good reason for this, the
sport was formally invented there,
it is the home to some of the
biggest teams in the world game,
and The Premier League, the coun-
try’s top level competition, has
long been considered the number-
one destination for players who
wanted to be successful on the
world stage.
Since its inception in 1992, it has

been graced with some of the
world’s best players, seeing repre-
sentatives of 100 nations as of the
most recent transfer window, and it
has seen one of its teams contend
in the Champion’s League final
eight times, being crowned
Europe’s best club on four of the
occasions.
The Premier League, as the top

flight of England, has three main
competitors for the status of the
best league in Europe, Italy’s Serie
A, Spain’s La Liga, and the
German Bundesliga, with at least
one team from one of these leagues
competing in every European final
with the exception of the one held
in 2004, which was contended by a
French and a Portuguese side. The
top players in the world can be
located in one of these leagues, and
each of these leagues has at least
one team that can lay a claim to

being the world’s most passionate-
ly supported.
In recent seasons, however,

there has been a noticeable trend
developing in the English league,
the top rated players, those who are
truly world class, are starting to
leave the country at a faster rate
than they are entering, with the
sunny leagues of Spain being the
most popular destination for exit-
ing players. Five years ago, the
Premier League was the home to
players such as Javier Mascherano,
Luka Modric, and Cristiano
Ronaldo, three of the most talented
in a list of top level players who
were showing off their skills in
England at the time, and all of
whom have since left the league to
play in Spain.
Whether or not this has indicated

a shift in the balance of power in
the European league system is a
topic that has been up for debate in
the wider football community over
the last few years, with some com-
mentators claiming that the seem-
ing exodus of world class talent is
a damning statistic for the league.
While the fact that world-class
players have been flying to Spain
seemingly faster than before is an
undeniable truth, the claim that the
quality of the Premier League is
diminishing is not something that
can be proven with any sort of con-
clusive result.
The players who are leaving

England to play in Spain has only
proven one thing when considering
all cases, that Spanish titans Real
Madrid and Barcelona are two of
the most glamorous sides in foot-
ball. In the last five years, the three
players mentioned above have
been among the 10 players that

have made the switch to one of
these two teams from England.
Barcelona, in particular, over the
last half-decade, have been without
a doubt the most attractive, and
successful team in Europe, and
arguably the best squad of players
to ever be assembled for a club
team. This success, largely down
to former coach Pep Guardiola and
the world’s best player in Lionel
Messi, saw many of the best play-
ers in the game seeking to join
forces with these two during their
all-conquering exploits in the
Spanish league during the 2000s.
Real Madrid on the other hand,

has always been considered the

flashiest team in the world, spend-
ing huge amounts of money on the
most marketable players in the
world, with the likes of Zinedane
Zidane, Ronaldo (of Brazil), David
Beckham and Cristiano Ronaldo
having donned the famous white
shirt in seasons passed. They have
been the holders of the world
record for most expensive transfer
fee (the fee paid from one club to
another in exchange for one of
their players) since 2000, having
broken their own record on four
occasions since, with the most
recent being the $139.5 million
that they paid for Welshman
Gareth Bale this past summer,

offering their players wages that
sees them pocket the GDP of a
small country each week. This
seemingly bottomless cash reserve
has made Real Madrid an attractive
destination for players, and they
are living proof of the concept that
money can buy success.
The English league is a 20-team

competition, with six or seven
teams that could realistically com-
pete for the title, whereas the
Spanish league has two teams that
could win, both of whom are the
sole reason that the Premier
League’s best are making the
switch.
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A shift in the balance of power in the
European league system?

PREMIER LEAGUE
PONDERINGS
ANDREW VIDLER

Athletics

Fanshawe College Athletics
www.fanshawec.ca/athletics | J 1034 | 519-452-4202

Fanshawe College

Soccer
Sat. Sept. 28 vs Niagara Knights

at Fanshawe Soccer Field
Women's @ 12 pm

Sat. Sept. 28 vs Niagara Knights

at Fanshawe Soccer Field
Men's @ 2 pm

Volleyball
Sat. Sept. 28 vs Fleming Knights (EXH)

Glenn Johnston Athletic Centre - J Gym
Women @ 2 pm & Men @ 4 pm

Sun. Sept. 29
Men vs Western University

@ 10 am (EXH)

Men vs Windsor University
@ 2:30 pm (EXH)

Campus rec
Men’s Extramural Hockey Tryouts
Sat. Oct. 5 @ 2 pm - 5 pm, Western Fair SC
Sun. Oct. 6 @ 1 pm - 4 pm, Western Fair SC

Every Tues., Thurs., and Sun. night
from 10 pm till 12 am

CREDIT: THE GUARDIAN

Gareth Bale is the latest of a number of world-class players to make the switch from England to Spain.

MOTORING
NAUMAN FAROOQ
naumanf1@yahoo.com

Accord-ing to Farooq, Accord HFP Coupe a fun drive



The Montreal Impact has
become one of the best clubs in
Major League Soccer through a
number of ways, especially on the
field. They have built a club that is
in the hunt for the Supporters
Shield (best team in the regular
season) and could very well win
the MLS Cup this year.
Marco Di Vaio has become the

best striker in the league, and he’s
done it all by himself. He is a
poacher who finds himself in the
right place at the right time – scor-
ing a league-leading 18 goals
already. Di Vaio has gone offside
67 times this season. That means
he has gone offside every half-hour
on average – that’s three times a
match.

When you have a player who is
willing to cut through the defense
like Di Vaio is, it adds an extra ele-
ment to your attack. Defenders get
nervous, having to constantly play
him offside. That’s only going to
make it more difficult to defend
against Montreal. On top of that,
he hits the net with his shots 50 per
cent of the time, meaning there
isn’t much leeway when he does
get in a scoring position.
Montreal has a good crew of

depth players. MLS is a notorious-
ly difficult league to build squad
depth in. Through manager Marco
Schällibaum, the club drafted well
and has come up with some smart
depth players in young striker
Blake Smith and former Wigan
Athletic defender Adrian Lopez
Rodriguez. Some people forget
they have MLS-calibre players off
the bench too, with Sanna Nyassi
making only 10 starts, but adding a
bit of speed to the lineup.
Montreal has been able to sign

fantastic players for cheap as well.

With only two Designated Player
spots filled, the club has still
signed former AC Milan defender
Alessandro Nesta and veteran
defensive midfielder Patrice
Bernier for peanuts. Designated
Players are usually star players that
don’t count to the overall salary
cap, allowing clubs to bring in big
names on massive contracts.

You can sign three, so the fact
Montreal have only signed two (Di
Vaio and midfielder Hernan Dario
Bernardello) shows they don’t
need overly skilled players to be
this good.
That is really indicative of how

well built this team is, after only
being in existence for one year.
Credit goes out to owner Joey

Saputo (yes, the dairy tycoon) for
being so efficient.
Looking ahead, Di Vaio has said

he might retire at the end of the
season. If that happens, you still
have two DP slots and a club where
players will really want to play.
The Impact has been a model for
any MLS club to follow, at least on
the pitch.
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Montreal making an MLS impact
FANSHAWE FC
MARTY THOMPSON
sensandsoccerfan@hot-
mail.com
twitter: @martythompson_

CREDIT: GETTY IMAGES

Montreal’s Marco Di Vaio is making a strong case for MVP this season.

CREDIT: STEPHEN ECHAVIA

The Fanshawe women’s soccer team opened their season with a 4-0 win over the Redeemer Royals. Fanshawe
controlled the ball from the opening minute and didn’t take long to get onto the scoreboard. In the fifth minute,
captain Niki McDonald, above, found the back of the net to give the Falcons a 1-0 lead. In the 18th minute, a
cross from Fanshawe’s Meaghen Orr found the foot of forward Marisa Oliveira which quickly gave the Falcons a
2-0 lead. Fanshawe kept the pressure on and put two more into the back of the net before the end of the game.

Intramurals Today

Cricket Wed. Oct. 2nd

Co-Ed Indoor Soccer Wed. Oct. 2nd

Men’s Ice Hockey Fri. Oct 11th

Women’s Ice Hockey Fri. Oct 11th

Entry Forms Due:

For more information, please see
www.fanshawec.ca/athletics

Please contact Jackie Corby in the
Athletics department (jcorby@fanshawec.ca)

at the Athletics Depar tment - J1034

Sign Up for

Open recreation every Tues. Thurs. and Sun. from 10 pm - Midnight.
Free for Fanshawe Students with Student Card

CREDIT: STEPHEN ECHAVIA

Fanshawe Falcon Colin McArthur helped the home team get past the Redeemer Royals 2-0. Fanshawe put the
pressure on early, scoring in the sixth minute of the game on a break from forward Kingsley Ezennaya. In the
second half, Fanshawe connected again in the 65th minute when Prince Ihekwoabo found the back of the net.
Goalie Ben Goes had his second straight shutout of the season. The Falcons improved their record to 1-0-1.
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